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Farewell to Einstein Bagels Closing in December
The university’s hotspot bagel joint will close as College Hall construction moves forward
Heather Berzak
Assistant News Editor
College Hall’s signature
bagel café, Einstein Bagels
will be officially shutting its
doors on Dec. 21 at 3 p.m.
according to a written statement by Manager of Dining
Services, James Robinson.
Michael Baah, a senior biology major, is spending as
much time as he can there
before it disappears.
“I’m going to feel very sad
about [its closing] because I
love their blueberry bagels
and their cookies,” Baah
said. “I hope they reopen.”
The century old College Hall
has been undergoing renovations since June 7 of this
year, according to Montclair
State University’s website.
With construction making its
way through the first floor of
the building, Einstein Bagels
must depart in order to make
way for the gutting process.
Originally, Vice President
of Student Development and
Campus Life Dr. Karen Pennington said Einstein’s was

Chanila German| The Montclarion
People waiting in line outside of Einstein Bagels to purchase food and drinks. Students do work outside of the bagel joint with their purchases.
Einstein continued on Page 2

Special Delivery for Residents

University facilities and ResLife implement new Amazon lockers in dorms

Verse, Soulmate and Julia
are three new members of the
Montclair State University
community. They are lockers
located in Machuga Heights,
Freeman Hall and Sinatra
Hall respectively as part of
Amazon’s innovative locker
delivery service.

There are over 2,000 locations across the nation, including other college campuses like Boston College,
The University of Pittsburgh
and Purdue University. Lavone Broxton, the assistant
director of postal services on
campus, says Montclair State
is the first university in New
Jersey to have this service.
According to Amazon’s

website, the lockers are secure locations where customers can pick up their Amazon packages on their own
time. When purchasing an
item online, customers need
to choose locker delivery
instead of delivery to their
usual address.
Customers can find nearby
lockers by typing in their zip
code. If a locker is full, then

that location will be unavailable.
After items are purchased,
customers receive an email
with a unique code to enter on the locker that allows
them access to the box containing their package. Just
like the process of picking up
packages at Central Receiving, students must present
their campus IDs before using the kiosks.
Broxton said that he kept
the Montclair State community in mind while providing
the university with the Amazon Lockers.
“Campus deliveries will be
improved by the extension
of pickup options outside of
Postal Service hours,” Broxton said.
As a result of Amazon
delivering to campus seven
days a week, students will
have 24-hour access to the
lockers.
Dylan Daprato, a senior
business and marketing major, said that it will be a more
convenient way for residents
to pick up their packages, especially those who live in the
buildings farther away from
Central Receiving.
Daprato plans on using the
Amazon Lockers for future
purchases and has already
seen some residents take advantage of it.
“I have seen one employee
drop it off in the top-left slot
and then a resident came
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One of the Amazon lockers, named Verse, sits in the lobby of Machuga Heights.
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down about 20 minutes later
and used it,” Daprato said.
Other students aren’t as
pleased with the new lockers on campus, like Rebecca
Granovskaya, who is a sophomore family and child studies major.
“I think it’s an eyesore,
but I think it’s a good idea,”
Granovskaya said. “I wish it
wasn’t so in your face.”
Granovskaya is not a fan
of the appearance of the machine, but she is still looking
forward to using the service.
She believes that it will improve on-campus deliveries
because residents will no longer need to go all the way to
the other side of campus to
pick up their packages.
She also thinks that this
new service will be good for
next semester when students
begin to order textbooks for
their spring courses.
Many students agree that
going all the way to Central Receiving is a long trip,
including Elena Plusmer, a
sophomore television and
digital media major.
“It can be a hassle to go
down such a large hill next
to a busy campus road just
to get even the smallest package, especially on days with
bad weather,” Plumser said.
Plumser orders items from
Amazon very often and is
ready to take advantage of
Amazon continued on Page 2
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Einstein: The bagel and coffee shop is expected to
return with the new College Hall
Continued from page 1

expected to close in early November.
Senior Ingeborg Aaserud, an
exchange student from Norway studying vocal performance, dreads the future hike
for her daily cup of coffee.
“I think it’s sad [that they
are closing],” Aaserud said.
“Now I will have to go all the
way up to University Hall to
get my coffee since I’m at Cali
School of Music.”
In regards to the current staff
of Einstein Bagels, they will be
offered positions at other food
venues following the start of
the spring 2018 semester.
Nutrition and food studies
professor Doug Murray knew
that with continuous construction, the closing of Einstein
Bagels would be inevitable.
“[Einstein Bagels] is a byproduct,” said Murray. “So
[the closing] had to happen.”
Senior communications
and media arts major Amanda Scarpaci is optimistic that
Einstein Bagels will make a
return once the renovation
concludes.
“I don’t really see a reason

Heather Berzak| The Montclarion
Junior vocal performance major Ingeborg Aaserud enjoying her daily cup of
coffee from Einstein Bagels.

why they wouldn’t [bring it
back] because that’s one less
thing we’ll have on campus,”
Scarpaci said. “There’s really
not that many things to choose
from anyway to eat and get
coffee from, there’s only
Dunkin and a couple other
places.”

There’s currently a plan for
Einstein Bagels to return to
College Hall once construction
is completed and the building
reopens. The café might also
be accompanied by other dining options on the first floor of
the building.

Amazon: Some students think the lockers will
be better than getting packages from Central
Receiving

Continued from page 1

“Already two times this semester [Central Receiving has] lost my package because they put the
wrong name on it.”

- Mackenzie Robertson, television and digital media major

this new service on campus
where she can pick up her
packages as soon as they get
delivered.
Mackenzie Robertson, a
sophomore television and
digital media major, has had
her share of negative experiences with Central Receiving
but is still hesitant about the
Amazon Lockers.
“Literally every time I go

there, I have a problem and
it is so inconvenient,” Robertson said.
She has tried to retrieve her
packages multiple times and
has always encountered a different problem upon arrival.
In some instances, the workers were unable to find her
packages.
“Already two times this
semester they have lost my

package because they put the
wrong last name on it,” Robertson said.
Even with all of the issues
finding her packages, Robertson is somewhat skeptical
about how to use the new machines.
“I would definitely use the
lockers once I learn how it
works,” Robertson said.
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Tuesday, Nov. 7
Mills Hall: A female resident reported being harassed
by her ex-roommate and
the roommate’s friends via
text message and social media. The complainant does
not wish to pursue criminal
charges at this time and asked
that the matter be handled
through the Dean of Student’s
Office.

Wednesday, Nov. 8
Barton Hall: A female student
came into police headquarters to report being harassed,
threatened and called derogatory names by a known male
and female while in University Hall. The complainant
does not wish to pursue criminal charges at this time and
asked that the matter be handled through the Dean of
Student’s Office.

Graphic by Claudia Habrahamshon

THE MONTCLARION

Tuesday, Nov. 14
Cali School of Music: A
Montclair State University
employee reported damage
to the basement door of the
D Stairwell of the building.
The door and door handle appeared to be purposely damaged. This incident is under
investigation.

Anyone who has information regarding these incidents
is urged to call the police station at T-I-P-S (8477).
All calls are strictly confidential.

themontclarion.org
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Let’s Talk About Safe Sex

Health Promotion hosts annual week to promote safe sex
Jeremy Wall
Staff Writer
For the past few days, over
190 students have attended
the campus’ Safe Sex Week
events. Annually run by the
office of Health Promotion,
the department dedicates the
week after Thanksgiving to
educate students on safe sex.
Kicking off the week was
Masturbation Monday. Peer
advocates gathered in the Student Center lobby with a table
containing vibrators and a factual poster board to help students better understand sex
toys.
“We’re educating students
on various sex toys, lubes and
masturbation facts along with
benefits,” said Laura Infield, a
junior peer advocate.
Students could spin a wheel
at the table and the number
the arrow stopped on was the
question the advocate would
ask the individual. Once the
individual answered the question, they would select a prize.
The prizes ranged from tshirts to stress balls.
“I think it’s important to
have safe sex,” said junior psychology major Mark McAlinden. “It’s not talked about a lot

Jeremy Wall| The Montclarion
Picture above from left to right are peer advocates Laura Infield, Marc McAlinden, Paola Cordoba and Kayla Tozzi.

in our society. This teaches it.”
Hoping to attract bigger
crowds, the advocates set up a
table in both the Student Center lobby and Sprague Library
on Tuesday. The event for
that day was Where Can I Get
Tested, which gave students
the opportunity to learn more
about sexually transmitted

Oh Sh*t It’s The Cops
Fraternity invites UPD to
discuss how to engage police

diseases and both the male/
female condoms.
“It’s important to learn this
stuff so you don’t get infected,” said Djenny Therlonge, a
sophomore biology major.
Although each event is trying to display a specific message, safe sex can have a different impact on everyone. To

freshman computer science
major James Dolanji, the topic
wasn’t just about learning the
aspects of sex but following
them as well.
“We live in a society where
everything is fast and loose
with Tinder and stuff like
that,” said Robert Getz, alumnus and an employee for the

Center for Autism and Early
Childhood Mental Health. “I
think it’s important to understand you can be intimate with
someone, but you must practice it safely. Otherwise, you
can be living with some transmitted disease or pregnancy
you did not plan for.”
Students are not the only
ones feeling the impacts from
this.
“I think it’s where they can
definitely ask questions,” said
Montclair State adjunct professor Marc Perez of Access
Services Department. “This
is an added bonus for a place
with a higher education. The
young adults are going to do
this. It’s a natural human reality.”
Health Promotion will host
Safer Sex Wheel on Wednesday and Safer Sex Olympics
on Thursday. If anyone missed
any of the events, they will
also be teaming up with the
Student Recreation Center on
Friday for Sex Toy Bingo. Students will have opportunities
to win different types of sex
toys at this event. To conclude
the week, on Saturday peer
advocates will host an event
for students to decorate their
own condom case.

The

Montclarion
SPORTS

Davonna Barber| The Montclarion
Officer Frazier led the conversation and answered questions on what to do
when you get pulled over by a cop.

Davonna Barber
Staff Writer
A university lecture hall was
full of students awaiting Phi
Beta Sigma Fraternity Inc.’s
event called Oh Sh*t It’s the
Cops. The fraternity invited
officer Jaison Frazier to lead
the conversation on how to interact with the police.
The conversation started
with Frazier asking who had
good or bad experiences with
the police. He gave tips and
advice to students that shared
bad experiences.
Students were also able to
ask questions about the idea
of probable cause and if the
police need permission to
search someone’s car.
“We’re trying to bridge that
gap between police and students,” Frazier said.
Frazier is known as the
“people cop,” according to
Dalvin Josias Sejour, a senior
information and technology
major who is also treasurer
and public relations officer for
Phi Beta Sigma.
“A lot of the students like
Officer Frazier because he is
one of the cops that you see at
events, walking through campus, the gym or in the Student
Center, and he’ll shake everyone’s hand,” said senior
Dominic Bowman, president
of Phi Beta Sigma. “People
see him as a friendly person,
compared to the cops that you
only see when it’s trouble.”

Students were also able to
suggest things to Frazier that
would make Montclair State
University Police Department
(UPD) better. Sensitivity training and domestic violence
training were a few of the
many suggestions given to
Frazier.
A student also asked if
they were able to be escorted
to their dorm by police since
they have to walk through the
university’s New Jersey Transit station every night. Frazier
confirmed that UPD already
offers that. He then gave out
UPD’s phone number in case
anyone would want an escort.
“With the rise of police brutality within the last few years,
to even see that we can get to
a space where we can have a
conversation with police officers [and] to come to some sort
of resolution shows that there
is room for growth in our justice system, and that not all
cops are bad people,” said
junior Mechi Brown. “More
events like this are needed
where there is more interaction between police and students, and we should be able
to establish a personal connection with someone who is supposed to be protecting us.”
Bowman also said he would
want these events to be geared
more toward freshman so that
their first encounter with UPD
is not only when they are in
trouble.

WANT
TO BE A
SPORTS
WRITER?
Cover all the touchdowns,
goals, and everything in between.
Contact MontclarionSports@gmail.com
for more information.
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Something Borrowed, Something New

Fashion students redesign a wedding dress on ‘Good Morning America’
Babee Garcia
Entertainment Editor
With a $50 budget and two
weeks of labor, Montclair
State University fashion students Giselle Castaneda and
John Estefa transformed an
ordinary wedding dress into
a gothic purple masterpiece
on “Good Morning America”
(GMA) last Friday.
Chosen by arts and design
professor Abby Lillethun, the
pair headed to Times Square
with two other teams of students from Marist College in
New York and Thomas Jefferson University in Pennsylvania to recreate a wedding
dress using as much fabric
from the original as possible.
At the end of the challenge,
Castaneda and Estefa used
95% of the repurposed Polyester fabric from the original.
The weight of the material
leftover was 7 and 3/4 ounces.
Additional features within the
dress included black pearls on
the torso, lacing in the back,
and the transparent tulle at the
bottom. The roses on the dress
were individually crafted using strips of fabric from the
original dress.
The categories in which
fashion expert Joe Zee and
Marie Claire Editor-in-Chief
Anne Fulenwider judged the
students on were creativity,
technical skill and the amount
of fabric used for the wedding
dress.
Both students were flattered
when Lillethun selected them
for this opportunity of a lifetime from an email exchange
with Grace Wong of GMA.
“Knowing that we were the
first two [students] that came
to mind for this, I felt honored,” Castaneda said.
Another person who was
grateful for the experience was
Castaneda’s best friend Gabrielle Perez, the model chosen to
wear the avant-garde dress.
“Having the opportunity
to help her with modeling
the dress was something I
will never forget,” Perez said.
“Being backstage, the hair,
makeup and the filming itself.
Never in my life did I think I’d
be able to say I was on television modeling a dress in New
York.”
Perez mentioned that the
two students put their blood,
sweat and tears into the com-

Photo courtesy of Good Morning America
Host Laura Spencer (left), judge Joe Zee (middle) and model Gabrielle Perez on air on ‘Good Morning America’ this past Friday.

petition. She could not have
been more honored to be the
person showing it off.
Fashion studies professor
Dr. May Chae spoke highly
of her students’ creativity and
diligence during the GMA
wedding dress challenge. She
will miss them when they
graduate this winter and
wishes them the best of luck
in the future.
“The GMA wedding dress
challenge was a great experience for them,” Chae said.
“They worked hard to demonstrate how to convert an
idea to a reality in a short
period of time. Without their
good teamwork, it wouldn’t
be possible. They were a great
team.”
What made Castaneda and
Estefa successful together was
their common interests in
fashion as they both like to let
their imaginations run wild.
“Our styles are complimentary and we both enjoy designing fantasy fairytale-type
looks,” said Estefa, a senior
fashion studies major.
Although the fashion duo
lost the competition to Thom-

as Jefferson University, Estefa
expressed that everyone was a
winner in the end.
“I didn’t care who won,”
Estefa said. “Everyone put in
so much effort into thinking

outside the box. I was inspired
and impressed with what everyone created.”
Castaneda spoke about how
proud her mother was at seeing her on GMA as she con-

tinues to constantly encourage
her to pursue her dreams of
becoming a fashion designer.
“Everyone here [in the fashion studies department] seems
to love it,” Castaneda said.

Alfredo Garcia| The Montclarion
The add-ons that were incorporated into the dress were the black pearls on the torso, the lacing in the back, and
the tulle at the bottom.

Covering the Military in a Politically Divided World
Analysist for major news networks discusses his media career as a veteran
Babee Garcia
Entertainment Editor
Col. Jack Jacobs, military
analyst for NBC and MSNBC,
visited Montclair State University two weeks ago in a colloquium event to discuss his

career, politics and the press
with School of Communication and Media (SCM) Director Dr. Keith Strudler.
Before his discussion to the
campus community began,
there was an intimate dinner
held in the University Hall 7th

floor conference room. SCM
faculty members, student veterans and business executives
gathered around to hear war
stories from Jacobs.
Sue Wahler, a Marine Corps
veteran and senior biology
major, thought this was a great

Babee Garcia| The Montclarion
Dr. Keith Strudler (left) and Colonel Jack Jacobs (right) discussed the military, politics and the press in a colloquium
held at SCM’s Presentation Hall.

opportunity for the university
community to come together.
“There are so many veterans
right in the [Montclair State]
community so it’s nice when
our voices can be heard,”
Wahler said. “Even though
veterans’ service carries on
for many generations, events
like this bring people closer
together and puts us one step
closer to [understanding] how
veterans think and [what they]
need.”
Wahler said that one of the
key things she learned from
the military is paying attention to detail. She applies this
lesson when she looks at tissue under a microscope.
Jacobs was a soldier in the
United States Army and a
graduate from Rutgers University. He was a Medal of
Honor recipient for his heroic
service in the Vietnam War
and was also awarded three
Bronze and two Silver stars.
“I’ve known Jack since 2002
when we worked together in
MSNBC,” said SCM professor Mark Effron. “For me, it
is an honor and a privilege to
consider Jack my friend. He
is a wise man in a time where

wisdom in the public sphere
seems to be a deficit. The audience at the colloquium experienced that first-hand.”
During the colloquium
event, Jacobs connected his
position as a military analyst
and years within the Army,
calling it his “universal service.”
“I like being around people
who served [in the military]
and who wore the uniform,”
Jacobs said.
At one point during the
event, he was asked about
how parents can cope with
children who want to enlist
in the U.S. military. Jacobs
responded that in some stage
of a child’s life, parents teach
them, wind them up and let
them go to make their own
choices.
Near the closing of the colloquium, Colonel Jacobs was
asked a question by an audience member.
“How do you explain war
and military terms to the public?” the member asked.
“Nobody hates war more
than the people fighting it,”
Jacobs replied.

themontclarion.org
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DECEMBER 22, 2017 – JANUARY 12, 2018
Earn credits from
wherever break
takes you—
including home.

register at montclair.edu/winter
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Hidden Gems of History
Yogi Berra Museum & Learning Center

Olivia Kearns | The Montclarion
A recently added exhibit, "New York City's Golden Boys" by renowned baseball artist Andy Jurinko, adorns the hallway wall with 76 portraits of famous baseball players.
Haley Wells
Copy Assistant

Photo courtesy of www.yogiberramuseum.org
Yogi Berra's Presidential Medal of Freedom, which is on display
at Yogi Berra Museum.

Olivia Kearns | The Montclarion
A military section features memorabilia from Yogi Berra's
time in the U.S. Navy.

Olivia Kearns | The Montclarion
A timeline of Yogi Berra's life weaves through the museum's atrium
and displays a large photograph of him and his wife Carmen Berra.

“Dear Darling,” started Yogi Berra at the beginning of his many old-fashioned love letters to
his wife Carmen. His effortless words described his
game time away from her with trivial details about
weather and his plans for the day.
Tucked into a corner of the small but esteemed Yogi
Berra Museum and Learning Center is a secreted
section of personal family memorabilia. Though the
section ranges from details about Berra’s immigrant
parents to pictures of his own children, it stands out
most with this rare collection of love letters.
Reading these personal gems takes the reader
down a path few have traveled when thinking of
baseball legend Yogi Berra. The records he set as
one of the greatest two-way catchers of all time
quickly get shoved to the side when one reads the
simple yet loving words of his many letters. Some
letters are written on hotel notepads, showing what
a truly devoted husband Berra was because of his
willingness to always set aside time for his wife.
However, this is not the only hidden gem within the museum. Through the vintage photography
that adorns the walls with history and Executive
Director Eve Schaenen’s invention of the Mitt Mobile (an interactive cart filled with baseball mitts
from 1895 to modern day), visitors can learn how
America’s favorite pastime progressed from the
start of Berra’s career to the end of his life.
Yet, there is so much more to this museum than
just baseball. Schaenen stresses the museum’s values – respect, perseverance, sportsmanship and excellence – when describing its diverse collections.
“I think it’s important to let young people find
what’s meaningful to them in the museum rather
than prescribe any set takeaway,” Schaenen said.
“The space itself and the programs we offer are
steeped in Yogi’s values. If there's one idea that
comes through all of it, it’s respect. Respect for others. Respect for the game. Respect for oneself and
for one’s community.”

In an effort to educate visitors about the extent of
Berra’s legacy, the museum houses many sections
regarding different aspects of Berra’s life, from his
charity work to his acceptance of the Presidential
Medal of Freedom.
A recent viewer of the museum, Montclair State
University junior public relations major Stephanie
Michael, observed this uniqueness about the museum.
“I'm not into sports, so it was surprising to see
that not everything was about baseball,” Michael
said. “There was a portion about his education
and his participation in the war, which was cool to
read.”
Another gem museumgoers stumble upon is
the section on Berra’s understated participation in
World War II. With his uniform on display, the museum shines a light on his role as a U.S. Navy seaman on D-Day.
“What stood out to me the most was the reading
about how Yogi Berra was in World War II, and he
was there at D-Day,” Michael said. “I did not know
much about him, but I certainly had no idea that he
was a part of the war effort.”
Besides these exclusive looks in Berra’s celebrated life, one of the best parts of the Yogi Berra
Museum and Learning Center is how it reaches out
to the local community. The museum has hosted
various events to bond with Montclair residents,
such as a veterans fair and the Inaugural Yogi Berra
Museum Awards Dinner. The dinner hosted many
individuals who earned awards based on their
character qualities that represent Berra’s famous
values of respect, perseverance, sportsmanship and
excellence.
It plans to host more events that will connect
with all types of people. The learning center has
also hosted summer day camps and made frequent
grade school visits to build educational values in
students.
“[Students] have fun at these programs,” Schaenen said. “Fun is very important here at the Yogi
Berra Museum & Learning Center.”

Olivia Kearns | The Montclarion
The family section of the museum features multiple letters that Yogi Berra wrote to his wife Carmen Berra.
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Passing the Torch

Micheline Sheehy Skeffington
Vaniele Casimir
Opinion Editor
At a glance, some might
find the most interesting feature of Micheline Sheehy Skeffington, a botany and plant scientist, to be her Irish accent.
They would be surprised, as
many students are, to find that
Sheehy Skeffington is a woman
with a dynamic family history.
During her presentation in
Schmitt Hall at Montclair State
University, which was funded
by the Frazee-Baldassarre Professorship, she held a classroom
captive with the memories and
history of her grandparents’
impassioned activism.
Sheehy Skeffington's good
friend and professor of Irish
Revival, Dr. Lucy McDiarmid,
gave her a glowing introduction.
“[Sheehy Skeffington's]
grandparents were some of my
favorite people in Irish history
for their values," McDiarmid
said. "They were feminists,
pacifists, political activists,
humanitarians, socialists and
they fought for their values. I
invited [Sheehy Skeffington]
here because I liked the idea of
a whole family of enlightened
political activists."
Sheehy Skeffington’s visit to
Montclair State was the last leg
of her documented tour in retracing her grandmother's own
tour through the states in 1917.
Sheehy Skeffington's grandmother, Hanna Sheehy Skeffington, was an influential activist in the 1800s. She fought for
equality for women in Ireland
and founded the Irish Women’s
Franchise League, a large militant pacifist and feminist organization.
In 1903, Sheehy Skeffington’s
grandmother married avid
feminist and journalist, Francis
Sheehy Skeffington, who took
her last name upon marriage.
Along with her grandmother's
success, Sheehy Skeffington’s
grandfather co-founded The
Irish Citizen, a newspaper that
focused on activist movements.
He also fought fervently for the
female vote.
Sadly, Sheehy Skeffington's grandfather was shot by
a firing squad without a trial in
1916 for his activism. His wife
was not notified of his death
for three days, and the British
officer who ordered the murder was put on trial for it and
released. The injustice of it
sparked Sheehy Skeffington's
grandmother to leave Ireland
with Sheehy Skeffington's father, Owen, to tour around the
states and talk about her hus-

Photo courtesy of Dr. Lucy McDiarmid
Irish visitor Dr. Micheline Sheehy Skeffington meets the Red Hawk statue during her visit to Montclair State.

band’s death as part the battle
for Ireland’s independence.
Sheehy Skeffington's grandmother gave 250 speeches in
places like Dreamland Auditorium and Carnegie Hall in
21 states. Sheehy Skeffington's
own tour was inspired by her
grandmother as well as her
own feminist activism.
In November 2014, Sheehy
Skeffington won an equality case against The National
University of Ireland (NUI)
Galway, her former employer,
where she was passed over
for the promotion of senior
lecturer. The case started after
she applied for a promotion
for the fourth time. She had
first applied in 2000. Out of the
46 applicants for the promotion, seven women and 23 men
made it to the interviews. The
promotion was given to only
one woman and 16 men.
Her case alone was outrageous, but upon a closer look
she found that between 20012009, 50 men were promoted
compared to 11 women out of
130 odd applicants. Sheehy
Skeffington brought the case
to the Equality Tribunal where
she won. Recently, in 2017 she
fought for five other women
who were shortlisted along
with her.
“If you see something of injustice and you have nothing
to lose, you do something,”
Sheehy Skeffington said.
After ending her presentation to a round of applause,
professors approached Sheehy
Skeffington to express their
gratitude and their impression
of her. Some students shared
their professors' sentiments.
“I thought it was interesting
that [Sheehy Skeffington] still
cared about what her grandmother did,” said a junior English major Adam Jawiech.
The story of her and her
grandmother’s triumphs left
an impression on all attendees.
When her documentary “Hana
and Me: Passing on the Flame”
is released in 2018, the world
will get to experience their triumphs as well.

Photo courtesy of Dr. Lucy McDiarmid
Students and faculty with Irish speaker Dr. Micheline Sheehy Skeffington.

[Sheehy Skeffington's] grandparents were some of my favorite people
in Irish history for their values. They were feminists, pacifists, political
activists, humanitarians, socialists and they fought for their values. I invited [Sheehy Skeffington] here because I liked the idea of a whole
family of enlightened political activists."
- Dr. Lucy McDiarmid, Professor of Irish Revival at Montclair State
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Makeup table at cruelty-free soiree hosted by the Montclair Animal Activists organization.

Photo courtesy of Erin O’Connell

Cruelty-free logos based on
Photo courtesy of Erin O’Connell
specific animal rights organizations.

Arbonne table at the cruelty-free beauty soiree.

Photo courtesy of Erin O’Connell

Beauty Trends on the Rise
Madjiguene Traore
Contributing Writer
At a glance, some might find
the only thing interesting about a
short graying botany and plant scientist in a pink shirt, gray blazer
and black trousers is her Irish accent. They would be surprised, as
many students were, to find that
Micheline Sheehy Skeffington was
a bright woman with a dynamic
family history. During her presentation in Schmitt Hall at Montclair
State University, which was funded by the Marie Frazee-Baldassarre
Professorship, she held a classroom captive with the memories
and history of her grandparents’
impassioned activism.
Her good friend and professor of
Irish Revival, Dr. Lucy McDiarmid,
gave her a glowing introduction.
“[Skeffington's] grandparents
were some of my favorite people in
Irish history for their values. They
were feminists, pacifists, political
activists, humanitarians, socialists
and they fought for their values,”
said McDiarmid. “I invited [Skeffington] here because I liked the

idea of a whole family of enlightened political activists."
Skeffington’s visit to Montclair State was the last leg of her
documented tour in retracing her
grandmother's own tour through
the states in 1917. Skeffington's
grandmother, Hanna Sheehy Skeffington, was an influential activist in the 1800’s. She fought for
equality for women in Ireland and
founded the Irish Women’s Franchise League, a large militant pacifist and feminist organization.
In 1903, Sheehy Skeffington’s grandmother married avid
feminist and journalist, Francis
Sheehy Skeffington, who took her
last name upon marriage. Along
with her grandmother's success,
Sheehy Skeffington’s grandfather
co-founded The Irish Citizen, a
newspaper that focused on activist movements. He also fought fervently for the female vote.
Sadly, Sheehy Skeffington's
grandfather was shot by a firing
squad without a trial in 1916 for
his activism. His wife was not notified of his death for three days, and
the British officer who ordered the

murder was put on trial for it and
released. The injustice of it sparked
Sheehy Skeffington's grandmother to leave Ireland with Sheehy
Skeffington's father, Owen, to tour
around the states and talk about
her husband’s death as part the
battle of Ireland’s independence.
Skeffington's grandmother gave
250 speeches that filled places like
Dreamland Auditorium to Carnegie Hall in 21 states. Skeffington's own tour was inspired by her
grandmother as well as her own
feminist activism.
In November 2014, Skeffington won an equality case against
NUI Galway, her former employer,
where she was passed over for the
promotion of senior lecturer. The
case started after she applied for a
promotion for the fourth time since
2000. Out of the 46 applicants for
the promotion, only seven were
women and 23 men made it to the
interviews. The promotion was
given to only one woman and 16
other men.
Her case alone was outrageous
but upon a closer look she found
that between 2001- 2009, 50 men

were promoted compared to 11
women out of 130 odd applicants.
Skeffington brought the case to the
Equality Tribunal where she won.
Recently in 2017, she fought for
five other women who were shortlisted along with her .
“If you see something of injustice
and you have nothing to lose, you
do something,” Skeffington said.
After ending her presentation
to a round of applause, professors
approached Skeffington to express
their gratitude and their impression of her. Some students shared
their professor’s sentiments.
“I thought it was interesting that
[Skeffington] still cared about what
her grandmother did,” said a junior English major, Adam Jawiech.
The story of her and her grandmother’s triumphs left an impression, large and small, on the attendees. When her documentary
is released in 2018, “Hana and Me:
Passing on the Flame” the world
will get to experience their triumphs as well.

themontclarion.org
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Roboto-San

Roboto-San

The Contrasting Visions of
Artificial Intelligence and Robotics
in Japanese and Western Cultures

A Series of Lectures, Films and Special Events

FALL 2017:
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Rutgers School of Communication
and Information (SC&l)

You Can Study Abroad!

“The knowledge you gain during the MCM program is abundant, which definitely helps you
forward in your career.” – Bindi Sakai, MCM ‘17

MSU offers Study Abroad opportunities
for all students. Learn more!
Weekly Information Sessions
When: Wednesdays and Fridays
Time: 3:00pm
Where: CS 110 (W)
CS 125 (F)

Application Deadlines for Study Abroad

Check out SC&I’s
Master of Communication and Media
(MCM) Program!

Summer Semester – March 1st, 2018
Fall Semester – March 1st, 2018
Academic Year – March 1 st, 2018
•

7 specializations, including Public Relations

•

GRE waiver

•

Dual Degree option for Communication majors
Learn more about our MCM Program
Go to comminfo.rutgers.edu/mcm

For more information, e-mail studyabroad@montclair.edu

Or visit us in the Student Center Annex, Room 207

comminfo.rutgers.edu
@Rutgerscomminfo #RUSCI #Rutgerscomminfo
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Book of the Week
Trevor Noah Reveals the Hardships of
Being 'Born a Crime'
Dominique Evans
Chief Copy Editor

The front cover of "Born a Crime:
Stories from a South African
Childhood" by Trevor Noah.

Photo courtesy of www.trevornoah.com

Some know Trevor Noah from his
rise to fame as a stand-up comedian or
simply as the host of “The Daily Show.”
Others at Montclair State University
might recognize Noah from his interview on campus during the inaugural
Montclair Literary Festival (MLF) to
discuss his memoir this past March.
In “Born a Crime: Stories From a
South African Childhood,” the famous
personality is broken down to a boy in
South Africa finding a balance between
maintaining and thriving under circumstances placed on him and his family during and post-apartheid.
Almost surprisingly, the comic’s
breakout book hardly addresses his rise
to fame, move to the United States, or
his choice to take on a hosting role at
“The Daily Show” during a time when
he was experiencing global success for
his work in stand-up. However, in his
2011 documentary, “You Laugh But It’s
True” Noah uses his fame in order to
shed a light on the more present state
of South Africa and its entertainment
industry.
Noah’s documentary allotted space
for him to touch on the hardships of his
childhood and give South Africa an image for those who had no knowledge
outside of the general idea that Africa
is underdeveloped and faces a lot of issues. This unenlightened idea is one that
many people, especially in the United
States, have of the continent. In “Born a
Crime,” Noah expands on what life was
like during and post apartheid through
the lens of his experiences, something
a documentary about comedy in South
Africa did not leave room for.
Throughout the book, Noah makes
it clear that a part of recounting his
experiences is to pay homage to his
mother’s choice to fight against systems and challenge both communal and
governmental norms in South Africa in
order to create her own reality within

her community. He notes that her longing for education, religious connection
and higher quality of life enabled him
to truly grow into himself. During his
formative years, Noah’s mother taught
him six languages, including English, in
order to give him the ability to survive
within their environment and navigate
the world.
Each chapter of the book begins with
a page to set the state of South Africa at
the time the Noah family experienced
victories and hardships. He recounts
how it felt and what daily life entailed
for him being the product of a Xhosa
woman and a Swiss-German man under apartheid. Noah illustrates how his
life was a form of art and objection to
conformity from the beginning. He depicts himself as a motif in his mother’s
life journey.
Within the memoir, he expresses
how some of their hardships were a
result of his mother's belief that some
things are meant to be difficult in order to humble you. He almost humorously depicts some of their sufferings
as a virtue because it was her choice. At
the same time, Noah recounts sobering
experiences of domestic abuse within
some South African homes, including
his own. The escalation of it is chilling
but the triumph afterward is touching.
While the work deals with serious subjects, it is riddled with lighthearted recounts from his childhood. He also says
how he didn’t grow to be funny, but it is
innate. The way humor shines through
each chapter allows the book to not feel
heavy or difficult to read.
Overall, Noah brings his fans down
to earth. The raw reality of struggles
within community, hunger, identity, domestic abuse and the law within South
Africa are all given life. His work offers
truths of the world that his fans and
readers may not know.
The book gives South Africa’s communities a beating heart—something
that all readers would benefit from.

Students Par

Contact montclarionfeature@gmail.com for more information

themontclarion.org

Help Wanted
$25-35 / CHINESE SPEAKING TUTOR NEEDED
I am looking to hire a part time tutor to continue my
Chinese Studies. The tutor should be proficient in both
English and Mandarin. The primary emphasis would
be conversing in Mandarin to further to enhance
conversation abilities. Would like to have 1-2 lessons/
week, each being two hours. Lessons would take place
nights after 6pm, ideally at home in nearby Wayne,
NJ. Transportation provided if necessary as well. The
purpose of my studies is to become fluent in Chinese
as I am a business professional in an industry where
the ability to speak Mandarin is a big asset. I have been
studying a for a few years so I would be considered to
be at an Intermediate level. My most recent tutor returned to China upon graduation from MSU. Pay rate
starts at $25 per hour and would go up to $35 per hour
based on your experience level in teaching others. If
interested, please email kevinm528@optonline.net
PART TIME CASHIER NEEDED / MONTCLAIR
Nicolo’s Italian Bakery & Deli in Montclair is looking
for a friendly, outgoing, quick learner to work part
time as a cashier in our busy bakery. Responsibilities
include taking care of customers and light cleaning.
Weekday hours are very flexible. Saturday & Sunday
hours are a must. If interested, please email resume to:
zook327@hotmail.com or call:
973-454-4861

Classifieds
Help Wanted
$15 / HOUR AFTER-SCHOOL SITTER, MONTCLAIR
We are looking for a sitter for our two children (ages 7 & 10)
for after-school hours (3:30 – 5:30 pm) Mon, Wed, Thurs &
Friday. Responsibilities include school pick-up in Montclair,
transportation to after-school activities, and overseeing
homework. We are looking for someone who has own car,
clean driving record and is fun, reliable, and trustworthy. If
interested, please e-mail:
emily_zelner@yahoo.com.
WORKOUT WHILE GETTING PAID!, CALDWELL
This job is a full day position, working from 8 am to approx. 5
pm. Superior Cleaning, LLC is looking for engaged, motivated students. We are a small business with openings for house
cleaners & team managers. It’s a therapeutic way to work out
and we are constantly engaging and training employees. It’s a
great way to earn extra cash on your free days. We don’t work
nights or weekends and we will work around your school
schedule. Call:
(973) 575-3309 for application info!
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Help Wanted

For Rent/Other

NANNY NEEDED / MONTCLAIR
Looking for a nanny for boy and girl (ages 5-1/2 and
4). Responsibilities include picking up at school, transporting to and from after school activities in Montclair
when needed, helping with homework, preparing
dinner & baths. More hours available if desired on an
as needed basis. Regular hours are 2:30-6/6:30 Monday through Friday. Prior experience with children
is preferred, use of own reliable vehicle required. If
interested, please email: pkfaber@gmail.com

ROOM RENTALS & PARKING

FURNITURE FOR SALE
$220 for a sofa and chair set / $125 for a kichen table
set. The sofa and chair set with an ottoman are in
excellent condition. The wooden kitchen table comes
with bench and 2 chairs that are also in good condition. If interested please call: 973 507 6994 or 973 635
0887

$15 / AFTER SCHOOL NANNY NEEDED / GLEN
RIDGE
$15 / HR, SPRING / SUMMER BABYSITTER NEEDED,
Looking for an after school sitter/ nanny for our
GLEN RIDGE
daughter (age 4) starting 9/25/17. Responsibilities
Seeking a reliable & responsible sitter for 2 children. Our
include afterschool pick up, homework help (working
current MSU sitter is going home for the summer so we are
on reading, writing and mathematics), creative play,
looking for a new sitter to start week of May 15th. Spring
preparing dinner for our daughter and bath time.
hours M-F from 2:30 – 6:30 pm. Summer hours 20-30 hours a Potential to drive her to after school activities once she
week depending on summer camp schedule. Must have clean is settled with the current school hours. Potential for
driving record and dog friendly. Duties include: After-school full day help on public holidays also a plus. Regular
AFTER-SCHOOL SITTER / MONTCLAIR
pick-up, homework help, and driving to / from activities.
hours are Monday through Thursday 3:00 – 7:00 pm
We are looking for a sitter for our daughter (age 13) for Contact: Ceng01@gmail.com.
and Friday 3:00 – 5:30 pm. More hours available if
after-school hours (2:00 – 5:30 pm) Monday – Friday.
desired in the mornings (Mon – Fri) from 7:35 – 8:35.
Responsibilities include picking up from school, driv- $15 / HR, BABYSITTER NEEDED, SPRING / SUMMER,
Prior experience with children is preferred, use of own
ing to and from practices and helping with homeCLIFTON
reliable vehicle is preferred. Must be CPR certified
work. Please be willing to hang out, have fun and
Reliable & responsible sitter needed for 3 children and a small with a clean driving record. If interested (or are able to
be comfortable with small dogs. Occasional driving
dog; M-W-F from 3 – 7:30pm. Must have own car. Duties in- meet some of the needed days/ times), please email
for our 16 year old son as well. Clean driving record
clude: After-school pick-up, homework help, prepping simple juliadolfin@hotmail.com
and your own car needed. If interested, please e-mail: meals, and driving to / from activities. Contact:
theschroeder4@gmail.com
Blayneybreakers@gmail.com.
$15 / COMPANION/CARETAKER / NORTH
CALDWELL
PART TIME CUSTOMER SERVICE / CUSTOMER $15-$20 / HR, P/T BABYSITTER NEEDED FOR NORTH
Seeking responsible, caring and intelligent companion
ENGAGEMENT SPECIALISTS NEEDED / LIVCALDWELL FAMILY, ASAP!
and helper for a 91-year old mother, afternoons and
INGSTON
Perfect job for earning extra cash before your classes even start evenings. She is sharp as a tack, but is a little unsteady
CycleBar Livingston, a premium indoor cycling
for the day! Looking for a responsible, energetic & reliable
on her feet and needs some help around fixing meals,
studio franchise is looking for friendly, outgoing, team babysitter for our two great boys, ages 7 & 4. Hours are 7:30 assistance with everyday tasks around her apartplayers to work part time in customer facing roles.
am – 9 am on Tuesday & Thursday mornings. Responsibiliment, help her into/out of her car and drive her to see
Morning (early and late), Evening & Weekend hours
ties include: Helping the children get dressed, brush teeth,
friends, do errands or go to the doctor. The job would
available. Approx 10-15 hours/week. Must have relipreparing breakfast & driving them to school (North Caldwell include simple cooking, some light cleaning (she has
able transportation. Perks include unlimited free rides & Caldwell). Must have experience with children. Please call someone in weekly to clean, but dishes/bed making
during non-work hours. $10-$12/hr depending on
or text Allison if interested:
may be helpful in between) and other tasks as needed.
experience. If interested, please email resume to:
(917) 902-4124.
We are seeking 10- 20 hours per week from now until
livingston@cyclebar.com
December, and are paying $15/hour. She is located
CHILDCARE / DRIVER NEEDED FOR UPPER MONTin N. Caldwell. If interested, please contact: degroot.
$15/HR / SITTER NEEDED, S. ORANGE
CLAIR FAMILY
lesly@gmail.com
Looking for an after-school sitter for two girls (ages
Seeking a responsible, reliable person to pick up two (busy!)
7 and 10) starting Sept. 5th. Responsibilities include
middle school children from school in Montclair, and drive
$15 / AFTER SCHOOL BABY SITTER
picking up at school, transporting to and from after
them to their various sports and lessons, walk our friendly
We are looking for a reliable, enthusiastic, and kind
school activities (using our car), helping with homeLabrador, and help with errands. Must have reliable car,
after-school babysitter/nanny for 5 days/week (Mon
work, preparing dinner, handling kids’ laundry and
good driving record, and strong references. Nonsmoking
to Friday) from 2:30 p.m. to 7 p.m. We have two kids
kitchen clean up.
home. Can be for 1, 2 or 3 afternoons a week, 2:30pm to apages 9 and 6.5 years old. Responsibilities include pick
Regular hours are 2:30-/7:30 Monday through Friday. prox. 7pm. Email:
up the kids from bus stop each day at 3:15 p.m., fix a
Prior experience with children is preferred. Must be
Judigermano@gmail.com
snack, driving them back and forth from/to their after
able to cook and have a clean driving record. If interschool activities, supervising and engaging our kids
ested, please email:
$15-20 / HR, BEFORE or AFTER SCHOOL, DRIVING SIT- and their friends on play dates and light cooking and
southorangesitter123@gmail.com
TER, LIVINGSTON
housekeeping. Applicants must have energy to be
Seeking responsible care for two children (age 3 & 6). Monday genuinely interested & engaged with our two children
NEW RENTAL LISTING, VERONA
to Friday, 7:00 am-9:00 am to assist with breakfast, light
(to read books, play, and get some homework done), a
Updated one bedroom apartment on 3rd floor of
clean-up & getting the kids to school. On some workday
reliable car & valid US driver’s license and great referowner occupied multi-family home near Verona Park afternoons, we may need someone from 3:30 – 5:30 pm to
ences. If interested or if you can recommend someone,
and downtown shops, restaurants and yoga! Use
pick-up from school, light snacks, homework assist, driving
please contact me at shilpani@yahoo.com
of common yard and front porch. Parking for one
to local sports & supervision of play. Must have own car with
car. No smoking please. No laundry on premises.
a clean driving record. Experience preferred & a reference(s) $15/HR / CHILD CARE / BLOOMFIELD
Window a/c not included. 232-238 Claremont Av in
required. Email:
We are looking for a loving, fun, and reliable student
Verona. $1375 Listed by Coldwell Banker Realtors.
yihongzhu@live.com or text:
to help out 2-3 nights per week with dinner/lunch
If interested, please text Janet Sklar, Saless Assoc for
(973) 520-6980.
prep and picking our 1.5 year old son up from daycare
appt. 917-312-6111 or email janet.sklar@cbmoves.com
(a short walk from our house), feeding him dinner,
Off 973-233-2300 Equal Housing Opportunity. Owned $15-$20 / CHILD CARE / LITTLE FALLS
and starting bedtime routine. Days and hours are
& Operated by NRT LLC.
Seeking a babysitter in Little Falls (near MSU campus) for 2
negotiable. Generally M, W, F from 4-7pm. The first
children age 6 & 7. Duties include pickups and drop-offs to
hour would be dinner prep and light chores around
$15 / HR, AFTER SCHOOL BABYSITTER NEEDED, school (walking distance) and after-school activities and some the house like putting son’s laundry away, then pick
GLEN RIDGE
light housekeeping. A safe driving record and great references him up around 5 for play, dinner, getting ready for
Seeking a reliable & responsible after school sitter for
are required. You should be willing to help with homework
bed. Occasional additional hours available, if desired,
2 children (Ages 7 and 9). Hours M-F from 2:30 – 6:30
and engage our curious children. An interest in music and the for date nights, etc as needed. Must have prior baby
pm. Must have clean driving record and dog friendly. arts is a plus. We have two very friendly dogs. Hours are ap- sitting experience, specifically with toddlers. No car/
Duties include: After-school pick-up, homework help, proximately Monday to Friday, 7:30am – 9:30am; 3pm-6pm.
driving required, but parking is readily available. We
and driving to / from activities. Contact: Ceng01@
We have flexibility if you can only work the afternoons. If
are located next to Brookdale Park off the 72 bus line.
gmail.com.
interested, email me at
If interested, please email:
huipingny@hotmail.com
shelleycolon@yahoo.com
$15 / NANNY NEEDED, LIVINGSTON
Looking for a nanny for two girls (ages 9 and 6) start$15 / CLEANING PEOPLE
ACTION TOGETHER NEW JERSEY
ing 9/1/17. Responsibilities include picking up at
Looking for people to clean and organize a home. Tasks
Tired of current politics? Want to see climate, equality
school, transporting to and from after school activities include scrubbing tub, steaming floors, etc. All materials for
and human rights prioritized? BE the change! Join,
in Livingston and nearby towns, helping with homethis job are supplied. If interested, please contact Lucy at:
choose a team based on your interests, and help (or
work, preparing dinner & baths. More hours available 201-306-6030
follow along)! Check out: http://www.atnj.org!
if desired on an as needed basis. Regular hours are
2:30-6/6:30 Monday through Friday. Prior experience $15 / BABYSITTER NEEDED / MONTCLAIR
$35 / MATH TUTOR & HOMEWORK TUTOR
with children is preferred, use of own reliable vehicle
Seeking babysitter for after school 2:30pm-4:30pm on Wed
NEEDED / GLEN RIDGE
required. If interested, please email:
& Thurs. Will need to pick my daughter up from Montclair
Looking for a fun and upbeat Montclair State UniverCharles@willowlakedaycamp.com
High School. $15 per hour. Please call Mary Kate at
sity student who is interested in tutoring my son in
973-865-9769.
Math and help him with his homework. My son is in
9th Grade at Glen Ridge High School. A male tutor is
preferred, as we feel like this would be a better fit. He
should be available in the afternoon/early evening
twice or three times a week. If interested please email:
Dworak@verizon.net

SEEKING FEMALE GRAD STUDENT, MONTCLAIR
Seeking Female Graduate student to share house,
1 mile from University. Private Loft Bedroom,
Lots of space, backyard, off street parking.
Avail.3/1/17. Small dog, cat O.K. $700 + utilities.
Contact Donna:
(973) 714-5501 or
dbrenner7295@gmail.com.
*NEW LISTING*, ROOM FOR RENT, MONTCLAIR
Wonderful attic room for rent on the 3rd level of
a beautiful house in Montclair. Close to downtown & 3 train stations. Great for Students! We
are a 4 person family and have parking & laundry
included! Rent is $920 with utilities and internet.
Some furniture available if desired. Please contact
me at: Moonbearxo@gmail.com.
SAVE $$$ – ROOM RENTALS ACROSS FROM
MSU
Female students: Fall Room Rentals 2016 school
year. Furnished – across from campus. Internet
included. Singles or shared. Available NOW. Call:
(973) 778-1504.
OFF-STREET PARKING
Reasonable Off-Street Parking, M-F. Only 3 mins.
walk to MSU Bridge & Shuttle! Call (973) 819-0334,
Sun-Sat, 5am-8pm ONLY.
OTHER
ARE YOU IN CRISIS OR STRUGGLING?
HEALING, HOPE AND HELP CAN HAPPEN!
Please CALL the National Suicide Prevention
Lifeline at 1-800-273-8255 (TALK) at any time to
speak to a counselor and get support. You can also
connect to the Crisis Text Line by texting “Hello”
to 741-741 to be connected to a counselor. All
services are free, confidential and available 24/ 7
for anyone in crisis.

DO YOU

LIKE

TO WRITE?
DO YOU

LIKE

TO CREATE?
DO YOU

LIKE

TO GET INVOLVED?
IF SO, JOIN

THE MONTCLARION
CONTACT
MONTCLARIONCHIEF
@GMAIL.COM
FOR MORE
INFORMATION
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WITHOUT
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Attack on Attendance

P

enalizing students for
not physically being in class
can be unnecessary and unfair.
While there are some professors who swear by the necessity of an attendance policy,
at the end of the day college
students are adults and should
be able to make their own decisions about going to a class
without it affecting their grade.
While Montclair State University’s website states that
the attendance policy does not
mandate professors to penalize students for attendance,
there are some professors that
have a three strikes and you’re
out rule. There are others with
stricter guidelines who only allow one absence that leaves no
margin for error. The problem
is that many professors believe

Vaniele Casimir | The Montclarion

attendance is key to a student’s
learning and education.
“I take attendance to make
sure everyone is learning,” said
figure skating professor Katherine Ortolani. “It’s mandatory
and important and it’s part of
your education to be in class.”
Of course, there are other professors that view it differently,
such as physical anthropology
professor Ximena Valderrama.
“[Attendance] is required by
the university, otherwise I feel
that it is up to the students to
attend [class] and keep up with
the material,” Valderrama said.
College is different than
high school. Many students
are adults with bills, families
and other obligations outside
of campus. Sometimes, these
obligations can become obsta-

cles for students to be physically present in classes. Commitments outside of school
are a part of life. Ultimately, it
should be each individual student’s own responsibility to
ensure that they are on top of
class material, and do not fall
behind in their work or class
discussions.
Some students have expressed
discomfort with the strictness
of attendance policies their
professors have enforced.
“I hate it,” said senior psychology major Amanda Dolph.
“If you are willing to go to
class, you’ll go. If you don’t
go and don’t get good grades
as a result, that’s on you.
You’re paying for your classes.
[What I don’t like] is that if
you miss three classes [for ex-

ample] you’re failing because
that’s what the school says.
We shouldn’t get punished for
our own decisions. It’s not the
school’s business.”
Throughout their college careers, many students will hear
the usual litany that attendance
is practice for the real world.
When students leave and find
jobs, they will often be required
to be punctual and present for
their work days. However,
they may forget that in the real
world, employees do not pay
their employers. Students pay
the school to attend, and deserve a level of flexibility with
their attendance. However,
flexibility is exactly what students aren’t seeing.
“As an adult and someone
who is responsible enough to

go to class or be in college to begin with, if I miss a class I don’t
feel like I necessarily owe that
professor an explanation because I am an adult and I have
other things going on,” said
sophomore political science
major Stephen Rumbolo. “On
the same coin though, I do believe there should be a certain
number of absences that result
in a grade drop but I think it
should be more flexible because the school is getting my
money either way.”
There may be a sense of
relief and calm knowing that
a few mental health days or a
sudden car accident will not
impede on a student’s success.
At the end of the day, the students will make their own decisions.

“Personally, I go to the classes I
need to go to, but I don’t think
it’s necessary to install an attendance schedule for college students. I think it should be up to
the student to choose whether
or not they go to class. I don’t
think they should be penalized
for it.”

“I think in some cases you might
need an attendance policy because if you just let students go
wild and go where they want,
then sometimes you might not
have any students show up to
class. At the same time, I think
they should be responsible for
their own actions. If they don’t
show up, it’s kind of on them.”

“I think it all depends on what
class you are taking. Usually with
gen-ed, it’s usually five absences
and that’s fine. I think as long as
you don’t abuse the attendance.
I know with theater, I think after
two absences they’ll send you an
email. I think attendance is super
important though.”

“I believe it’s fair because we’re
all adults here and we should
know our responsibilities. If
you don’t want to show up to
class that’s your loss, and if you
show up better for you, you’re
going to the literally on-hands
experience with the professor
trying to teach you. I believe it’s
fair.”

- Jehan Abayhan,
Exercise Science,
Freshman

- Sydney Lawson,
Family Science and Human
Development
Junior

- Amanda Siess,
Television and Digital Media,
Senior

- Juan Rosales,
Food Science,
Junior

Campus
Voices:
How do you
feel about the
attendance
policy?
Is it fair and do
we need it?

Thumbs Up

Thumbs Down

Prince Harry and Meghan Markle
to marry at Windsor Castle in May

Matt Lauer from NBC
sexual misconduct allegations

Homeless man who gave his last $20 to
a stranger receives $380,000

Eli Manning benched

First woman with Down syndrome
competes in the Miss USA pageant

President Donald Trump’s
Pocahontas comments
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The Social Confines of Beauty
How one little sticker can mean so much

T

hey say
beauty is the
eye of the
beholder.
Yet, who is
the beholdCHANTEL DIAZ er of one’s
ASSISTANT
beauty? The
OPINION EDITOR answer
is
meant to be
different for everyone. However, on my recent stop to the
women’s restroom in the Student Center, I revisited that
phrase once more.
On the mirror’s right hand
side, there is a sticker that
gives students a warning. It
reads, “Warning: Reflections
in the mirror may be distorted
by socially constructed ideas
of ‘beauty,’” along with the
Montclair State University logo.
While it is a small sticker, the
message behind it is both clear
and powerful. My initial reaction was to look at myself in the
mirror, and re-evaluate what I
had thought all along.
Yet something felt wrong. I
suddenly began to examine my
reflection even more closely.
I probed my hair, height and
freckled skin as if something
negative lurked underneath my
perception. Then, the truth of its
message had sunk in. Beneath
the empowering first glance, I
realized they were not “socially
constructed ideas of beauty.”
The beholder of beauty was
society and its failure to reconstruct them.

		

Women at Montclair State
have probably seen many of
these stickers on mirrors in the
bathrooms on campus. While
they are likely meant to boost
self-esteem, it still raises some
questions. Is society’s impact
on beauty so strong that students have to be warned to find
beauty in themselves? If they
are meant to warn students
about their reflection, how can
we find the proper one? One
sticker cannot answer all these
questions, but it can be a start.
Finding the proper reflection
is hard, and finding a reflection
that meets society’s standards
may not always be ideal. The
best way to define beauty is by
finding its core definition. I decided to research the term in the
Merriam-Webster and Oxford
dictionaries. Both define beauty
in slightly different, but important ways.
Merriam-Webster defines
beauty as “the qualities in a person that gives pleasure to the
senses...loveliness.” It uses an
example of “a woman of great
physical beauty.”
However, Oxford defines it
as “a combination of qualities,
such as shape, colour or form
that pleases the aesthetic senses, especially the sight.” What
is most striking is its second
definition, which is “a combination of qualities that pleases the
intellect.”
When comparing the two,
Merriam-Webster seems to de-

fines beauty as more of a person’s physical characteristics.
Oxford, on the other hand,
defines it as a way of being.
Beauty has color and shape that
pleases one’s eyes. Beauty has
more depth than its own reflection. It also has intellect. One’s
beauty can be their brains, artsiness, talents or even heart.
To conclude, our society is
in need of reconstructing beauty. We can heed the warning

signs and stray away from the
dangers of misleading “socially
constructed ideas.” Yet, at the
end of the day, students can
still face these mirrors and try
to find what truly makes them
beautiful. There are no road
maps to find it, and society cannot even define it.
The answer is beyond the
reflection in the mirror. Women
and men are the beholders of
their own individual beauty.

Chantel Diaz | The Montclarion
Whether it is your kindness,
brains, body, eyes, guitar chops
or home runs, your beauty is defined by you. It reflects not only
in mirrors, but in our words, actions and the people we touch.
That is a principle we can carry
with us here and after graduating Montclair State.

Chantel Diaz, a business analytics
major, is in her first year as an assistant
opinion editor for The Monclarion.

The Politics of Sexual Misconduct

W

It’s time to come together to denounce these acts

h i l e
Hollywood
and the political world
reel
from
the wake of
NICHOLAS DA SILVA the
sexual
STAFF WRITER misconduct
exposé, we
have seen many positive acts to
punish those who have committed wrongdoings to their peers
and colleagues.
Whether it means cutting
actors from movies or firing
people from their jobs, a great
deal of productive action has
been taken to show that sexual
misconduct can no longer be accepted as a societal norm.
However, with every step of
progress made, there are always
attempts to stop it from going
any further. This has been the
case with the controversies of
Sen. Al Franken and former Alabama judge Roy Moore, both
of whom have been accused of
various acts of sexual misconduct.
Even though the accusations
against Moore are far more severe than those against Franken, any of these allegations
are troubling to hear. What is

also troubling is the people who
have come out to defend both of
these men in the wake of their
allegations.
Alabama Gov. Kay Ivey said
that she had no reason to disbelieve the women who accused
Moore of sexual misconduct
when she spoke about the controversy to reporters. Despite
Ivey’s statement, she claimed
that she would still vote for
Moore to become Senator in
next month’s election. It is not
surprising when you realize
that Ivey is a Republican, just
like Moore.
In addition to Ivey, President Donald Trump has been
far more vocal about Franken’s
allegations than he has been
about those against Moore. The
president usually talks about
everything that pops into his
head, but he has been remarkably quiet on the allegations
against Moore.
The only thing President
Trump has said about these
allegations against Moore is
that Moore denies them. Since
Moore’s win can help the Republican Party stay in control of
the Senate, Trump is not going
to come out and criticize Moore

for his vile actions.
In the case of Franken, many
former and current female staffers on “Saturday Night Live”
came out with a statement
standing up for him. While they
acknowledged what Franken
did was wrong, they simultaneously defended him by saying
he was a wonderful guy to all
of them.
It is fine that those female
staffers had positive experiences with Franken. However,
other women were not as lucky
to have those experiences. The
statement made was wrongheaded because it tried to dismiss Franken’s actions as silly
mistakes that should not be
taken seriously.
For years now, “Saturday
Night Live” has been incredibly one-sided in satirizing politics. They often lean towards
ripping apart the Republican
Party and Trump’s presidency.
Yet, the show does not dish the
same level of criticism towards
the Democratic Party. The only
difference is that Trump’s presidency deserves criticism at
times.
Unsurprisingly, “Saturday
Night Live” is not going to be

as hard on Franken, who is
a Democratic politician who
has personal connections with
many people who have worked
on the show. This is another example of playing favorites and
exhibiting bias for the members
on your side of the political
spectrum.
When we wonder how this
ring of sexual misconduct has
continued for this long, the answers stare at you right in the
face. Many people at the time
felt it was more important to
protect their friends and people
who supported their beliefs,
rather than to help others who
were victims of sexual misconduct.
There are certain things that
I feel we could all agree on no
matter what side you fall on
the political spectrum. Anyone
with some decency inside them
would agree that there is no
excuse for men to commit acts
of sexual misconduct against
women, and in some cases, other men.
There is also no excuse for the
fact that so many people stood
by and did nothing while politicians and people in Hollywood
committed sexual misconduct.

It is gross that certain politicians are even trying to compare the severity of these acts to
make the people in their party
look better. As former president
Barack Obama once famously
said at a campaign event, “You
can put lipstick on a pig, but it is
still a pig.”
Change never occurs overnight, but the issue of sexual
misconduct has taken a considerable step forward in the
last two months. Political bias
is preventing people from going even further in the process
of vilifying all people who use
their power to make others feel
like victims. If we really want
to make a statement on the war
against sexual misconduct, Republicans and Democrats need
to come out and unanimously
say that excuses can no longer
be tolerated in a world that is
slowly but surely changing.

Nicholas Da Silva, a journalism major, is
in is fourth year as a staff writer for The
Montclarion.

HAVE SOMETHING TO SAY?
Become a columnist !
Say it with us.
Email: Montclarionopinion@gmail.com
Concerning Editorials and Columns

Main editorials appear on the first page of the Opinion section. They are unsigned articles that represent the opinion of the editorial board on a particular issue.
Columns are written by individuals and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of The Montclarion staff.
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Student Artist Profile

Rhamzi Burks
Rhamzi Burks, a senior dance major with a concentration in choreography and performance, is involved
with the upcoming Works-a-Foot showcase featuring
Emmy-nominated choreographer Stacey Tookey. Burks
discusses her dance experience and her life motto to “keep
moving forward.”
Q: What organizations/activities are you involved in on campus?
A: I am a member of the Montclair State University Repertoire Company, and I also work in our
campus’ mail room.
Q: Describe your dance background.
A: I began dancing at the age of 3, and at the age
of 8 I joined a competition dance team and annually
attended major dance conventions. It wasn’t until I
enrolled in my local performing arts school at the
age of 15 that I began taking dance seriously. Meanwhile I started training intensely at the Performing
Arts Center of Connecticut.
Q: What is your favorite genre of dance?
A: My favorite genres of dance are classical modern, specifically the Horton technique and contemporary dance. I appreciate the strength and athleticism required in the Horton technique and I really
enjoy the artistic freedom.
Q: What or whom inspires you? Why?
A: I am inspired by choreographers who place
emphasis on their attention to detail and textures
such as Azure Barton, Crystal Pite, Victor Quijada

Photo courtesy of Rhamzi Burks
Burks will be in this year’s productiuon of Works-a-Foot.

and Ohad Naharin. I am also really inspired by the depth
of the human spirit and various ways in which it can be
expressed through movement.
Q: Briefly explain your part in Works a Foot.
A: In Works-a-Foot, I have the privilege of being featured in Frederick Earl Mosley’s “Horizon.” I am also

very excited to be performing a work choreographed by Stacey Tookey entitled “Gift,”
which will premiere in this concert.
Q: What are your career goals? Where do
you hope to work post-graduation?
A: My ultimate career goal is to be a choreographer and to one day have my own
dance company and nonprofit organization.
Post graduation, I plan to choreograph works
to be performed in various choreographic
showings and festivals. Currently, I am interning for a nonprofit dance company and
organization in New York City, and I hope
to continue working and growing with that
company after graduation.
Q: If there is a quote or motto you live by,
what is it? How do you live by it?
A: I try to model my life after the saying
“Keep moving forward.” From my experiences in college thus far, I have learned that
there is really no value in letting the past
cloud the present. In dance, it is so important,
to keep moving forward and to keep allowing space for new information by letting go of
past mistakes. If I feel that something didn’t
go as planned, I try my best to approach the
movement again with a new approach and
mindset.

Department of Theater and Dance
Presents Works-a-Foot

The Works-a-Foot cast in “Gift” is choreographed by Stacey Tookey.

Photo courtesy of Peak Performances
Dance major Khalid Dunton in the promotional poster for Works-aFoot.

Photo courtesy of Robert M. Cooper

Emmy Award-nominated Stacey Tookey of “So You Think You Can Dance” has worked hands on with
Montclair State’s Department of Theater and Dance to present “Works-a-Foot.”From Nov. 30 through Dec. 3.
Montclair State University’s first dance show of the season, “Works a Foot” will take place in Memorial Auditorium. The headlining concert will be a dance workset for Montclair State dance majors by Tookey. Additionally, the concert will feature “Tensile Involvement” by famed choreographer Alwin Nikolais, which was also
featured in the 2004 dance film, “The Company” directed by Robert Altman and starring Neve Campbell. It
will also feature “To Have and To Hold” by Joanne Smith and Danial Shapiro. The concert will conclude with
choreography by acclaimed postmodern choreographer Remy Charlip and contributions from the Montclair
State dance faculty. Tickets are available on the Peaks Performance website for $15, but Montclair State students
receive free tickets when they present their student ID.

Performance Schedule
Nov. 30 at 7:30 p.m. Dec. 2 at 8 p.m.
Dec. 1 at 7:30 p.m. Dec. 3 at 2 p.m.
Dec. 2 at 2 p.m.
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Behind the Scenes

New Jersey Dance Theatre Ensemble’s ‘The Nutcracker’

Babee Garcia
Entertainment Editor
With the classic Peter Tchaikovsky music and Nancy Turano’s choreography,
the New Jersey Dance Theatre Ensemble
(NJDTE) will proudly present “The Nutcracker” at Montclair State University’s
Memorial Auditorium for its 48th anniversary season.
“Not a lot of theaters in this area can
support our technical needs of ‘The Nutcracker,’” said Turano, the NJDTE artistic
director and former resident of Montclair.
“As a hub for forward-thinking arts initiatives, Montclair State is a perfect match
for NJDTE and our mission of cultivating
contemporary, progressive dance programming and training right here in New
Jersey.”
Turano added that the production requires over 40 crew members and volunteers working backstage to assist with
over 600 costumes, props and three acts of
scenery.
Rehearsals for “The Nutcracker” started in the beginning of September that
featured 55 NJDTE dancers ranging from
ages 9-18 and an additional 12 guest artists
from New York, New Jersey and France.
One of the young dancers in the cast
is 12-year-old Samantha Grace Wolf, who
will perform the starring role of Clara.
“My favorite part of playing Clara is
to inspire others and to be a role model
for the younger dancers in the company,”
Wolf said. “I am excited to be part of the
Act I party scene, which is my favorite as I
need to both act and learn to perform new
ballet techniques.”
Since she was 5 years old, Wolf would
watch productions of “The Nutcracker”
with her Girl Scout troop each year. She
began dancing at 2 years old at Susie Karlik’s Dance Sensation. In 2015, she wanted
to explore preprofessional training which
led her to NJDTE. Samantha received the
mayor award in Union, New Jersey on
Nov. 28.
Turano also mentions that the NJDTE
is a preprofessional dance company as the
faculty trains the students in a professional environment to prepare them for their
future and professional employment.
NJDTE dancers audition and work with
internationally renowned teachers and
choreographers from New Jersey, New
York and abroad.

NJDTE dancer Donald Grennon expressed his excitement in preparing for
his role as the Mouse King.
“Being in ‘The Nutcracker’ provides
you with a terrific feeling of camaraderie
with other cast members, and a tremendous sense of accomplishment as you see
all of your hard work paying off in the final rehearsals,” Grennon said.
“The Nutcracker” evolved from the
original E.T.A. Hoffmann story and takes
place in the mid-1800s in Germany. The
NJDTE classic production is one hour and
45 minutes long and consists of two acts.
Act 1 is where Clara exists in reality at a
holiday party and Act 2 consists of her
travels around a surrealistic world called
the Kingdom of the Sweets where Clara
meets the Sugar Plum Fairy and sweets
from many countries.
An extraordinary group of international dance artists, including Lyvan Esteban Verdicia of Ballet Hispanico who
received the Princess Grace Award and
Marie-Lorène Fichaux of Lyon Opera and
formerly of Paris Opera Ballet and Royal
Ballet of London, will join the ensemble
for three captivating performances.
Fichaux will dance the classic role of
Sugar Plum Fairy and Mikhail Ilyin of
American Ballet Theatre will appear as
her Cavalier. Also joining the cast are celebrated dancers Chris Bloom of Ballet Hispanico and former New Jersey Ballet prima ballerina Rosemary Sabovick-Bleich.
Ticket sales for “The Nutcracker” are
available at www.njdte.tix.com with the
cost of $35 for adults and $25 for children,
students and seniors. Two performances
will be held on Saturday, Dec. 9 at 1 p.m.
and 5 p.m. Another performance will take
place on Sunday, Dec. 10 at 2 p.m.
There will also be a “student rush”
where tickets are $15 on the day of the
performances if students present a valid
Montclair State ID.

Photo courtesy of Veranika Antanevich

12-year-old Samantha Grace Wolf stars as Clara in “The Nutcracker.”

The promotional poster for NJDTE’s “The Nutcracker” at Memorial Auditorium at Montclair State.

Photo courtesy of BRYCE
Nancy Turano is NJDTE's director of "The Nutcracker."

Photo courtesy of Veranika Antanevich
Dancer Mikhail Ilyin from St. Petersburg, Russia plays Cavalier in “The
Nutcracker.”

Photo courtesy of njdte.org
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Peeling Back Horror

A four-week lecture on Hitchcock and his films

Collin DeLade |The Montclarion

Film critic Stephen Witty introduces Hitchcock’s film “Psycho” to the audience.

Luis Negron
Noah Orent
Staff Writers
Collin De Lade
Contributing Writer
The Montclair Film Institute
presented Sundays with Hitchcock, a four-part screening and
discussion panel hosted by syndicated film critic Stephen Whitty at
the School of Communication and
Media.
The series ran from Oct. 29 to
Nov. 19 and showcased four iconic films from filmmaker Alfred
Hitchcock: “Psycho” (1960), “The
Birds” (1963), “Rear Window”
(1954) and “Vertigo” (1958). They
simultaneously hosted Q&A sessions with Whitty for attendees to
ask questions about the films.
“The Montclair Film Institute
is a forum for local residents
and students to discuss different
films,” said Film Institute Director Susan Skoog. “We promote
through several outlets, including
social media, and are always welcome to have more people join us
for events.”
PSYCHO – MURDER & MOMMIE DEAREST
The series began with the psychological horror film “Psycho,”
starring Janet Leigh as secretary
Marion Crane. After stealing
$40,000 from her employer’s latest client, she goes on the run only
to end up at the secluded Bates
Motel. The motel’s proprietor,
Norman Bates happily accommodates Marion, which creates friction between him and his mother
and sparks a chain of events that
shakes the audience to its core.
Referring to it as Hitchcock’s
“darkest, sickest joke,” Whitty
described the film’s creation as a
challenge that came about due to
the rise in low-budget horror features.
“They were all shot very cheaply and turned very large profits,”
Whitty said.
During the subsequent Q&A
session, Whitty stated that the reason “Psycho” became so perennially popular was that it deviated
from the typical narratives that
moviegoers were accustomed to.
THE BIRDS – CROWS & GULLS
& SPARROWS, OH MY!
The following week, socialite
Melanie Daniels took Hitchcock

fans on a journey to Bodega Bay
in the horror-thriller “The Birds.”
Arriving in the seaside town
to play a joke on lawyer Mitch
Brenner, Melanie finds herself
falling in love with him. As her
pursuit interferes with the complicated relationship between Mitch
and his mother Lydia, a series of
mysterious attacks start to plague
Bodega Bay, forcing Melanie and
Mitch to work together if they are
to survive and escape.
Aleyna DeFuria, a senior communications major, said the film
was not as strong as “Rear Window,” mostly because the majority of the female characters were
helpless with Mitch being the only
character who fought off the bird
attacks.
“Nearly all of the women in
the film are defined by their relationships to Mitch,” Defuria said.
“I feel like Tippi’s character isn’t
used to her fullest potential.”
REAR WINDOW – A LOOK AT
THE LIVES OF OTHERS
The third series installment
gave viewers a voyeuristic look
at 1950’s New York City with the
mystery thriller “Rear Window.”
Confined to his apartment after
breaking his leg, photographer
L.B. “Jeff” Jeffries passes time
by looking out the window and
watching his neighbors go about
their lives. When he suspects one
of them has committed murder,
Jeff works with his girlfriend Lisa
(Grace Kelly) to uncover the truth
before the killer gets away with
his crime.
Montclair resident Whitney Adams was captivated by this film
because of its unconventional features.
“Despite some of [its] strange
behavior, the voyeuristic nature
of the whole film makes it compelling even if it makes me feel guilty
to watch,” Adams said. “Even
though they start out as stereotypical characters, most of them feel
like real people with emotions by
the end of the film.”
Another Montclair resident,
David Estes, mentioned that his
favorite part of the screening was
watching the renowned actresses
stand out in the film.
“For me, Grace Kelly was the
highlight watching this,” Estes
said. “You don’t get to see strong
women characters during this
time, and [Kelly] climbing the
window in heels was pretty awesome. Thelma Ritter was really

fun to watch as well.”
VERTIGO – LOOK UP,
DOWN, ALL AROUND
The fourth and final installment revolved around the film
noir and thriller “Vertigo,”
which brought back James
Stewart in his final Hitchcockian role as police detective John
“Scottie” Ferguson. Developing
a fear of heights after his partner’s death, Scottie is forced
into retirement only to be hired
as a private detective. His client, former college friend Gavin
Elster, believes his wife Madeleine is possessed by a distant
ancestor. As he juggles overcoming his fear and unearthing
the secret behind Madeleine’s
actions, Scottie becomes drawn
into a murder plot that has devastating ramifications for everyone involved.
Whitty described the film,
which initially received mixed
reviews but has become an
iconic thriller in recent years,
as daring due to the fact that it
allowed a criminal to get away
with murder.
“That wasn’t the way a Hollywood movie is supposed to
end,” Whitty said. “When Paramount realized this, they were

terrified. They called Hitchcock
in and said ‘[The criminal] has
to be caught. We have to know
that crime doesn’t pay.’”
Brian Anderson, a Hitchcock
fan who was in attendance with
his father Jack and sister Samantha, found the visual effects
to be captivating. He particularly enjoyed the in-camera effect
used to create the disorientation Scottie feels throughout the
film.
“The fact that [Hitchcock]
was still able to get those shots
done was amazing,” Anderson
said.
Despite the limitations of the
film industry at the time, Hitch-

cock’s films made a mark because he utilized memorable yet
flawed characters who added a
sense of urgency that is difficult
to observe in modern horror
films. Both the Montclair Film
Institute and Montclair State
were honored to have Whitty
come to share some insight into
Hitchcock’s world.

Photo courtesy of Collin De Lade
Film Institute Director Susan Skoog (left), Stephen Witty (middle) and
Program Coordinator Denise Shannon (right) pose after “Sundays with
Hitchcock.”

Photo courtesy of Shamley Productions
The trailer for “Psycho,” which sets the mood for the “Sundays with Hitchcock” events.
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The Brain Game

A deeper look into the effects of video games

Photo courtesy of Devin Torster

Students play video games at the Hawks Nest Commuter’s Lounge.

Jesse Sanzari
Staff Writer
It seems that in today’s world, everything centers around
violence and gore, especially video games. The debate
over whether they bring out violent tendencies in players
is a debatable topic among gamers, including students
from Montclair State University.
Vincent Esposito, a sophomore Italian major at Montclair State, turns to video games as a form of relaxation
after a long day of school and work. Playing them, especially his favorite one, “Overwatch,” helps him unwind
and de-stress.
When it comes to video games causing aggression
in gamers, Esposito thinks it depends on the individual
person.
“A person must already be angry and have violent tendencies for video games to trigger them and have catastrophic results,” Esposito said.
Esposito is a devoted gamer who started playing video
games on his grandmother’s Nintendo gaming system

when he was around 5 years old. Now, he spends an average of 15 hours per week playing video games at his
home.
His father, Vincent Esposito Sr., says he does not believe video games bring out one’s inner demons if they
are not conscientious. He also thinks it’s important to
monitor children’s usage because it is all about moderation.
Communication and media arts professor Dr. Vanessa Domine has a lot of experience on the topic of video
games and aggression.
“We do know that there is a link between consuming
violent media [especially video games] and increased aggression or aggressive behavior among children and adolescents,” Domine said. “However, nearly five decades of
audience research on the impact of media violence cannot
establish a direct causal link to violent behavior.”
Domine also said that violent behavior is not the same
as being aggressive.
Some students believe that violence in video games

depends on each gamer’s experience. Jesse Mactaggart, a
junior computer science major and member of the Montclair University Gamers (MUG) organization since his
freshman year, agrees that it varies.
“Not everybody plays the same thing,” Mactaggart
said. “Video games aren’t the sole cause of aggression.”
Other students think there is a lack of evidence on
gamers’ behaviors. Olivia Paez, a junior journalism major, thinks this is because every player is different.
“We don’t have enough statistics to prove that video
games influence people to react violently,” Paez said. “It
depends on how impressionable they are.”
The debate about whether or not video games contribute to youth violence is ongoing and will likely remain.
The entertainment provided to today’s youth becomes
more aggressive all the time. Studies have been inconclusive as to whether video games actually do bring out violent tendencies in developing minds, so panicked parents
don’t know what actions to take regarding their child’s
gaming habits.

Battle Royale in ‘Fortnite’ is Enjoyable,
Free and Competitive
Daniel Ortiz
Staff Writer
Developed by People Can’t
Fly and published by Epic
Games, “Fortnite” was introduced this July across PC,
Xbox and PlayStation platforms.
The Battle Royale feature
in “Fortnite” was not included the day of its release.
Instead the feature came out
in September, where players
had free access available on
all gaming platforms. Before
the Battle Royale aspect was
included, the game only offered a sandbox—a survival
campaign where players had
to fight through hordes of enemies with materials.
Battle Royale is a video
game genre that incorporates
elements of survival, exploration, and scavenging while
“the last man is standing.”
Battle Royale based games
have players scattered around
in one virtual reality world
where everyone starts with
limited or no equipment.
Players then have to search
for weapons and armor while
eliminating other opponents
in the continuous shrinking
safe area.
As the game continues,
the safe area for players gets
smaller. If the player is not
able to make it into the safe
area while it shrinks, they are
eliminated.
These fundamentals that

make up the Battle Royale
genre are what make the
game so intense and action
packed. A player is constantly
on the move in search for better weapons and armor, as he
or she attempts to make it to
the safe area. They also compete with other opponents to
become the last player standing. This is also what makes
the genre so competitive, as it
is difficult to always be at the
top.
Popular video game titles
like “PlayerUnknown Battlegrounds,” “DayZ” and
“H1Z1” have continued to create a massive appeal and interest within the Battle Royale
genre over the past two to
three years.
The “Fortnite” take on the
genre is not entirely new and
different. It incorporates the
typical elements of a Battle
Royale
game
mentioned
above, but it does add some
aspects of its own that make
it stand out. The cartoony and
colorful skin of “Fortnite’s”
world looks vastly different
to the more realistic and faded
colors of other Battle Royale
games. This may disinterest
some people to play the game.
The game’s Battle Royale option starts 100 players on a
small-medium sized map
compared to other games in
the genre.
I judged the book from its
cover and did not try out
“Fortnite’s” Battle Royale
when it initially came out. I

Photo courtesy of Imagine Games Network

Promotional material for “Fortnite.”

thought the game looked cartoony and childish. However, I
gave it a chance about a month
ago.
Like in “Fornite’s” campaign,
the Battle Royale option gives
players the choice to mine materials in the map and build all
sorts of objects like a fortress.
This is only available to players if they have the necessary
amount of materials. This adds
so much versatility to the game,
especially when a player is
caught in a firefight.
With unlimited creativity and
imagination, a player can add
walls to cover from sniper fire
and build ramps to get to higher

ground against an enemy. This
is the stand out feature of “Fornite’s” take on Battle Royale
that will either entice players, or
turn them away. It is definitely
not for everyone, as building
makes the game more complicated.
The only issue that has been
bothering me and other players
in the game are its gunfights,
as they are very inconsistent.
Gunfights are based on where
a player points and shoots. The
guns bullets are called randomly generated number (rng).
Players are at the whim most
of the time on good rng. This
makes gunfights inconsistent

and lowers the ability to eliminate other players. The developers have noted on their website
that gun balancing is a work in
progress which is a good sign,
as the game has continued to
get updates out based on players feedback.
Overall, “Fornite” is another solid addition to the Battle
Royale genre. It adds in new
elements that have not been
seen in the genre before and regardless of its issues, it is still an
enjoyable, free and competitive
experience.
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‘Justice League’
Brings Justice to DC
Haley Wells
Copy Assistant

DC Comics fans can come out of hiding and stand proud because “Justice
League” was a huge success. Between
the tasteful character development and
victorious teamwork, the film brought
our favorite comic book characters to life
in possibly the best DC Comics film yet.
Despite only making $94 million opening weekend, the film proved itself to be
worthwhile. The audience was on edge
over Superman’s questionable return but
was brought back down to earth with
Flash’s awkward humor. Everything
came together to finally deliver fans a
DC movie that could compete with Marvel’s consistent hits.
The characters’ backgrounds were executed more smoothly than DC’s previously anticipated film “Suicide Squad.”
With “Justice League,” fans were shown
the characters’ worlds and observed how
each hero would contribute to the new
team. “Suicide Squad” failed to do that
and instead jumped from character story
to character story, ruining the overall
plot of the film.
One of the highlights in “Justice
League” was the emphasis on Wonder
Woman’s character. Moviegoers assumed she would continue to destroy
villains in the background while Batman
and Superman butted heads in their infamous feud. However, this was not the
case.
Wonder Woman took center stage in
the film and led members of the team in
multiple scenes. Batman stepped aside

from his classic leadership role to hand
her the reins. She was able to convince
Cyborg to join forces and overcame her
fear of losing others in battle. Wonder
Woman showed off her fierce leadership
skills with her own theme music to back
her up.
Unfortunately, the biggest problem
for this film was the CGI overkill. Superman’s face was so edited in the beginning flashback scene that there was confusion as to whether or not the film was
live-action. On top of that, many back-

grounds were unnecessarily CGI and action scenes were hard to watch with so
much artificiality happening.
CGI also ruined Cyborg’s character.
His body was ridiculously disproportionate and made him almost laughable
in the movie. Even though part of his
story involved him grappling with insecurity of his own existence, the creators
could have done a better job of constructing his body to at least give him a boost
of confidence.
Overall, “Justice League” reached

high expectations and redeemed
DC Comics. The film delivered better characters and a clear plot that
gave the audience hope for future
DC films, even though it relied so
heavily on CGI. With the anticipated
teaser at the end that featured more
classic comic book characters, fans
can expect a stroke of good movies
coming soon.

Starring in “Justice League” are DC Comics heroes Flash, Superman, Cyborg, Wonder Woman, Batman and Aquaman.

Photo courtesy of Warner Brothers

‘Lady Bird’ Soars

A delightful debut from writer/director Greta Gerwig

Saoirse Roman (left) and director Greta Gerwig (right) on the set of “Lady Bird.”

Carlos Andrade
Contributing Writer
Actress Greta Gerwig started her career in low budget independent films,
which eventually led up to her magnificent directorial debut in “Lady Bird.”
The film stars Saoirse Ronan and
Laurie Metcalf in a coming of age story
about a senior catholic school girl who
wants to break free of her Sacramento
California existence and go off to college in New York. The hour and a half

film plays out like a memory, as the
characters reminisce over their past
roots from where they are now.
The film is anchored by Greta
Gerwig’s amazing direction and the
honest performances of Ronan and
Metcalf. At first, this seems like a
standard coming of age love story,
but the real essence within the film is
the relationship between mother and
daughter.
Ronan’s performance as Christine “Lady Bird” McPherson is poi-

Photo courtesy of A24 Films

gnant and authentic. She embodies the
full breadth of a Sacramento teenager,
coming of age in a post 9/11 world and
discovering who she is. Metcalf is also
brilliant playing the role of her mother.
This movie is as much her story as it
is Lady Bird’s, as their tumultuous yet
loving relationship drives the beating
heart of this film.
Throughout the film, “Lady Bird”
is ignorant to the fact that her mother
is going through just as difficult a time
as her. They are each experiencing

their own intense versions of life, one
as a teenage girl on the cusp of adulthood, and one as a financially insecure
mother just trying to keep her daughter
and family afloat. This mutual misunderstanding is dynamic. Their shared
scenes are emotional highlights of the
film.
The cast also includes award-winning
playwright Tracy Letts, who plays Lady
Bird’s confidant father and her two love
interests— sweet and kind Danny portrayed by Lucas Hedges, and pseudointellectual “too cool for school” Kyle,
played by Timothée Chalamet. Beanie
Feldstein also acts as Julie, Lady Bird’s
best friend and comedic relief scene
stealer.
What I admired so much about this
movie is that every character had an
opportunity to shine and there was closure to their stories. From Lady Bird’s
father all the way to the priest running
her school musical, each character development is displayed in a beautiful
way. From Sam Levy’s cinematography to the wardrobe and specific moments and lines, the movie transpires
like pages from a 2002 photo book. This
semi-autobiographical film is akin to a
cinematic poem.
“Lady Bird” will make audiences
laugh, cry and reflect on about how
complicated and hysterical life truly is.
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Pixar’s ‘Coco’ is Tear
Jerking and Oscar Worthy

Miguel, an aspiring 12-year-old musician, is on a quest with a dog named Hector in Pixar’s “Coco.”

Diego Coya
Staff Writer
“Coco” is the latest Pixar film that is guaranteed to win the Oscar for Best Animated Film of 2017.
The film focuses on the Mexican celebration called Dia de los Muertos or The Day
of the Dead, a holiday where people pray and celebrate the memories of their loved
ones. The film follows a young boy named Miguel who comes from a family that
makes shoes. Miguel is inspired to become a musician but his family hates music
and forbids him to pursue his dream. One day, Miguel enters the Land of the Dead
to find his great grandfather and receive his blessing to follow his musical aspirations.
Pixar is easily one of the top companies in the movie industry as they consistently
produce animated classics that resonate with adults and children. Because of this,
I was excited to see how this film was going to turn out. Leaving the theater, I was
completely blown away.
“Coco” was a beautiful animation film that had an incredible amount of heart and
laughs throughout its runtime. Near the end of the film, it brought a lot of tears from
the audience within the theater I attended and admittedly, I almost cried. Not only
was the film entertaining, but it was one of this year’s best thought-provoking films.
The animation in this film was nothing short of phenomenal. In particular, the
scenes in which Miguel visited the Land of the Dead were spectacular. The visuals

Photo courtesy via Disney Pixar

alone made the film worth seeing on the big screen. Additionally, it was masterfully directed by Lee Unkrich. Unkrich also directed “Toy Story 3,” and so far, he
has made two brilliant Pixar films. Not only did he make the film look great, but he
managed to blend humor and drama perfectly together. There were mature themes
within the film, but there was not an imbalance between scenes being too funny, offensive, depressing or dramatic. The film contained a little bit of everything.
Furthermore, the voices behind the characters were terrific. The star-studded cast
includes actors Anthony Gonzalez, Gael Garcia Bernal, Benjamin Bratt and Alanna
Ubach. Not only did they deliver fantastic performances, but the characters themselves were magnificent. Every character was hilarious, likable or interesting. I was
constantly engaged with the characters and wanted to know what they were going
to do next.
The pacing throughout the film was also great. There was not a single moment
where I was bored. There were also some unexpected twists and turns that happened in the film particularly in the third act where I found it to be very unpredictable.
“Coco” had some amazing music as well, including catchy songs like “Remember
Me.” I hope it gets nominated for Best Song at the Academy Awards.
Overall, “Coco” was an absolutely amazing film from Pixar that I highly recommend and would encourage audiences to bring tissues with them.

Jon Bernthal’s Sensational Performance
Cannot Salvage ‘The Punisher’
Javier Reyes
Staff Writer

Marvel’s “The Punisher” is Netflix’s newest
addition of superhero television shows, starring actor Jon Bernthal. Bernthal plays anti-hero
Frank Castle, a retired Marine from New York
whose extreme violence and insatiable bloodlust
earned him the nickname “The Punisher.”
The show follows the events of the second
season of the “Daredevil” series on Netflix. Castle takes revenge on the criminals responsible
for murdering his family. After he uncovers
evidence from a larger governmental conspiracy
that correlates with their deaths, Castle’s anger
consumes his life.
As a series, “The Punisher” is a solid standalone production. However, references and characters may be difficult to follow along with if audiences have not seen the “Daredevil” series.
The plot lags for most of the season’s 13 episodes. “The Punisher” may advertise itself as
being a high-stakes espionage thriller, but most
of its run time is uninteresting and lacks meaningful developments. Most of the season should
have been condensed into fewer episodes. It is
surprising that a well-known character of violence and brutal action is only given a few moments of camera time.
On the other hand, Jon Bernthal’s portrayal as
Frank Castle is masterful. His performance gives
the character a layer of nuance outside of being
a murderous vigilante. Bernthal showcases the
inner turmoil raging within the character on a
number of occasions. It is heartbreaking to see
such a broken man overcoming pain and grief.

Jon Bernthal stars as the title character in “The Punisher.”

This also makes it satisfying to see him exact his
revenge on those who have done him wrong,
even going to the most violent extremes.
I can’t say much for the rest of the characters.
The actual performances by the supporting actors are not bad, but their characters’ are missing a strong story line. The side story of Lewis
Wilson, played by Daniel Webster, a young veteran with serious symptoms of Post-Traumatic
Stress Disorder, had an interesting arc. However,

Photo courtesy via Netflix

I wish there was more information on his character instead of the generic government agents and
overlords.
“The Punisher” series seems to think it is more
mature than it actually is. Jon Bernthal delivers
a fantastic performance, but the forgettable supporting cast, poor pacing and unimaginative plot
are disappointing, especially for the hardcore
Punisher fans of the Marvel universe.
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Audience Roars with Laughter at ‘PITS’

Promotional poster for “PITS! the Unauthorized Holes Musical.”

Katie Coryell
Staff Writer
Currently in residency at Peoples Improv Theater in downtown New York City, “PITS! The
Unauthorized Holes Musical” is an uproarious
comedy based off of Louis Sachar’s original 1998
novel, “Holes.”
Words, music and book all written by recent
New York University graduate Noah Rauchwerk, the show embodies joy and positivity
while also covering emotional ground that the
entire audience is able to relate to. Even if viewers have not seen the movie or read the book,
they will still enjoy this production of singing,
dancing and hilarity.
David Thomas Cronin plays lead character
Danley Yelnad on stage, who provided an emotional vulnerability with his performance that
hit home throughout the show. Toward the end,
there was a powerful ballad that made the audience’s jaws drop in amazement as he belted
high notes and created such a beautiful sound. I

Photo courtesy via thepit-nyc.com

thought to myself, “This could be the next Evan
Hansen.”
The rest of the cast, including Savannah-Lee
Mumford as the wicked warden and E.B. Hinnant as the sassy Mr. Man, was incredibly talented. They all brought a different aspect of
themselves into their roles and proved that each
character had their own specific qualities. This
made them individually lovable and unlovable
at times.
One of the best highlights of the musical was
seeing the Yellow Dotted Lizard, played by Myles Phillips, because of his dapper Shakespearean-like performance.
The content of the show included catchy, exciting songs that had everyone in the room tapping
their feet. To name a few, “Center of the World”
and “ Fight” were some of my favorites. There
were also joyous dance numbers and jokes that
had me giggling for the entire 90 minutes. There
were many references to contemporary pop culture, such as “Harry Potter” and “Friends” as
well as musicals like “Hamilton,” “the Book of

Mormon” and “Annie.”
At the same time, the fourth wall kept breaking,
which made it even more enjoyable for the audience. Once or twice, the show literally stopped in
its tracks so Danley could address the audience.
Also, it was not one of those musicals where the
other characters did not hear the singing that was
going on. They actively acknowledged that it was
a musical.
Each scene transition was made with background
art created by Becca Schuchat projected on the
back of the theater. This made it clear where the
characters were and what was supposed to be
happening, leaving little confusion. The actors
used circular tan rugs as the holes that they were
digging, a clever choice of prop use.
The theater itself is a very small black box with
general admission seating, and every spot is a
good one. A fun addition was the live band and
pianist on the side of the stage.
“PITS! The Unauthorized Holes Musical” is a
clever and wonderful off-Broadway production
that will run every Tuesday evening until Nov. 28.

Icelandic Singer Björk Returns to the
Music Scene in Newest Album ‘Utopia’
Chase Voldase
Contributing Writer
With a career spanning over four decades, Björk
has both excited and mystified the music industry.
Whether it be through her remarkably unique live
performances, experimental musical production or
off-the-wall personality, the Icelandic pop star has
remained an increasingly relevant musician.
With her newest album, Björk collaborates with
Venezuelan electronic music producer Arca, who
co-produced her previous album “Vulnicura.” In
“Utopia” Arca’s influence is much more apparent.
He encouraged Björk to take this album in a more
experimental direction, which she had only briefly
approached in the past.
In an interview with British style magazine
“Dazed,” Björk said that their collaboration was “a
musical conversation that was cross-generational,
cross-Atlantic.” She also said that he encouraged
her to go into an area that she somewhat suggested
years ago.
With over an hour of music, “Utopia” is Björk
longest studio album to date. No part of that runtime feels unnecessarily padded. Arca’s influence
on the project merges seamlessly with Björk’s previous musical approaches.
With her previous record “Vulnicura,” Björk
brought a dark and introspective dabble to pop music, examining real-world issues such as heartbreak,
depression and tragedy. In comparison, “Utopia”
rejects the bleakness of her previous album, instead
presenting a much more jovial and uplifting work.
It still has the same amount of ferocity and creativity found throughout her discography.

Album cover of Bjork’s “Utopia.”

Photo courtesy via Wikipedia

Rejecting their usual routine of string-heavy arrangements and
melodic hooks, Björk and Arca instead opted to use a mixture of Icelandic flutes, synthesizers and samples of birds chirping, creating an
album with a tranquil and lush atmosphere that takes the listener on
a peaceful and elated journey.
The opening track “Arisen My Senses” sets the groundwork for
the rest of the album. With an out of harmony techno opening and
transfixing vocal harmonies, Björk is able to craft a memorable and

thought-provoking analysis on a first kiss.
In her interview with FACT Magazine, Björk
says making melodies was like “constellations in
the clouds,” and that the song was “the most happiest firework that he [Arca] had ever done.”
Another notable highlight from the album includes “The Gate,” a slow-burning and eerie ballad,
examining the transcendental nature of love.
The title track “Utopia” presents an idealistic
look at paradise with heavy usage of bird samples,
calming nature sounds and a light flute arrangement, only for the lyrics to describe a bleak and
toxic world. The track’s lyrics act as a double entendre, commenting on the nature of once loving
relationships becoming toxic and the ever-present
climate change problem continually contaminating
a beautiful world.
The standout track “Body Memory” is a nearly
10-minute long song, composed of flutes, strings,
haunting beat samples and the 60-piece Icelandic
choir Hamrahlíðarkórinn. Reflecting on six different stages of life, this song was written as a followup to her previous album’s song “Black Lake.”
While “Black Lake” presented a downtrodden
and depressive attitude, “Body Memory” acts as an
inspirational anthem, encouraging the will to survive and an intuition to carry her through pain.
In an interview with Dazed leading up to the release of this album, Andrew Thomas Huang, a video artist who collaborated with Björk, described it
as being “about a love that’s even greater. It’s about
rediscovering love – but in a spiritual way, for lack
of a better word.”
With her latest album “Utopia,” Björk succeeds at
creating an intoxicating and introspective listening
experience, elaborating on the nature of life and the
world we inhabit.
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Women’s Basketball Loses to
Ithaca, Wins Two Straight

THU11/30
No Games

Red Hawks dominate Kean at home, beat Stevens away

FRI 12/1
Men’s Indoor Track at
Monmouth Indoor
Season Opener
TBA
Women’s Indoor Track at
Monmouth Indoor
Season Opener
TBA

SAT 12/2
Men’s Indoor Track at
Monmouth Indoor
Season Opener
TBA
Women’s Indoor Track at
Monmouth Indoor
Season Opener
TBA
Men’s Swimming vs
Misericordia University
1 p.m.
Women’s Swimming vs
Misericordia University
1 p.m.
Men’s Basketball vs
Rutgers-Newark
1 p.m.
Women’s Basketball vs
Rutgers-Newark
3 p.m.
Men’s Hockey at
Sacred Heart University
8 p.m.

SUN 12/3
No Games

Anthony Gabbianelli
Sports Editor

Following an opening night
victory over Farmingdale State
University, the Montclair State
women’s basketball team is now
4-1 on the season after splitting
the Cortica Classic then beating
Kean University and Stevens
Institute of Technology (SIT).
The Red Hawks played three
games before the Thanksgiving
break. They first participated in
the Cortica Classic, which featured the Red Hawks making
trips to play SUNY Cortland
and Ithaca College.
Stopping first in Cortland,
New York, the Red Hawks
beat SUNY Cortland 68-62. Katie Sire led in scoring for both
teams with 27 points and Taylor Harmon also had 13 points
for Montclair State. The whole
game had the two teams trading the lead. Trailing 8-4 halfway through the first quarter,
Montclair State went on an 11-2

No Games

Bryanna Luciano
Assistant Sports Editor

No Games

WED 12/6
Women’s Basketball at
WilliamPatersonUniversity
6 p.m.
Men’s Basketball atWilliam
Paterson University
8:00 PM

run to take a 15-10 lead to end
the first. The second quarter
was much of the same. Cortland
tied the game at 21-21 with five
minutes left in the half. The Red
Hawks hit two from behind the
arc to end the first half at 35-30.
Montclair State extended
their lead in the third quarter
at one point to 45-35 with help
from Sire. Cortland would
bounce back, closing the gap at
49-44, but Montclair State overpowered them to end the quarter at 54-45. Cortland made it a
three-point game in the closing
minutes of the game, but Sire
scored on a layup and Harmon
forced a turnover to end the
game with the win, 68-62.
Montclair State would play
the next day in Ithaca, New
York to play Ithaca College. The
Red Hawks are ranked 23rd in
the country, but fell behind 1411 after one and ended the first
half on an 8-0 run to go into the
locker rooms with a 27-25 lead.
Ithaca went on to dominate
the second half. Starting the

third quarter, Montclair State
had an 29-24 lead with 8:16 left
in the quarter, but Ithaca went
on a 13-2 run and ended the
quarter with the Red Hawks
down 46-40. Ithaca pulled
away in the fourth quarter. The
Red Hawks never got closer
than seven points to their lead.
Montclair State dropped their
first game of the season 66-56.
Harmon had 18 points with Sire
collecting 14.
The Red Hawks would
bounce back against Kean and
SIT. Montclair State dominated Kean 68-51 back in the
Panzer Athletic Center before
the Thanksgiving break. The
victory over Kean opened up
New Jersey Athletic Conference
(NJAC) play for the Red Hawks
this season. Sire had 20 points
and Katie Tobie had 14. Leading 20-16 after the first quarter, the Red Hawks held Kean
to only three points the entire
second quarter and went into
the half with a 36-19 advantage.
Montclair State would hold the

17-point difference to the end of
the game, beating Kean 68-51.
Montclair State would
travel to Hoboken, New Jersey,
to take on SIT who they beat 6556. In a game where SIT held
Montclair State to seven points
in the first quarter, SIT took
the first half of the game with
a 26-18 lead. Montclair State’s
shooting struggled in the first
half but overpowered SIT in the
second half. Montclair ended
the third quarter with a 42-41
lead and would build upon that
to end the game with their second straight victory. The Red
Hawks surged behind Sire and
Harmon’s double-doubles. Tobie also had 14 points in the
game.
The women’s basketball team
heads to Mahwah, New Jersey
Wednesday night to play Ramapo College in their second
NJAC game of the season. The
Red Hawks return home to play
Rutgers-Newark Saturday afternoon.

Montclair State Men’s Basketball
Team Takes Third in Colby Classic

MON 12/4

TUE 12/5
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Taylor Harmon (23) charges through a defender towards the basket.

The Montclair State men’s
basketball team took a road trip
when they traveled all the way
to Waterville, Maine for the
Colby Classic on Saturday, Nov.
25. Although the Red Hawks
took a loss to Eastern Connecticut State University (ECSU) in
the first game, they battled back
in the second game the next
day defeating the University of
Maine-Presque Isle 70-60.
The Red Hawks (3-1) received
their first loss of the season as
the team fell to ECSU 72-55. The
team entered the game hungry
with a seven-point advantage
in the first half, but the lead was
quickly diminished by the Warriors. Montclair State balanced
out the score at the break after
senior Jarett Bogus completed

Red Hawks Men’s Basketball: 119
Greenville University: 114
Red Hawks Women’s Basketball: 68
SUNY Cortland: 62
Red Hawks Men’s Hockey: 2
Sacred Heart University: 4
Red Hawks Women’s Hockey: 12
Towson University: 2

a three-point play to boost the
Red Hawks and make the score
35-34.
Senior guard Jovanni Chatnam was the lead scorer for the
Red Hawks with 12 points, seven field goals attempted, three
field goals made and a .429
field goal percentage. Freshman teammate Myles MitchellWhite was right behind with
10 points, seven field goals attempted, three field goals made,
and a .429 field goal percentage.
Unfortunately, the second
half was dominated by ECSU.
The Warriors maintained a 7-0
run in the beginning of the second period which left them at
an advantage for the rest of the
half.
ECSU’s Carlos Gonzalez
sank a free throw that increased
the lead 44-38 with 14:56 left.
Gonzalez pushed the lead even
more after scoring four in a row

in the last minutes of the half,
closing the game with a 72-55
victory over Montclair State.
Senior Jarrett Botus also had
nine points for Montclair State
and freshman guard Tim Algenio contributed six points off
the bench.
During day two, the Red
Hawks switched the script and
outrebounded the University
of Maine-Presque Isle 50-28.
Montclair State captured the
third place contest in a 70-60
win against the Owls.
The Red Hawks scored the
first eight points of the game
and maintained a strong lead
after sophomore Eddie Emedoh landed two free throws in
the first half. Emedoh was also
named to the All-Tournament
team and had eight points and
eight rebounds throughout the
game.
Senior guard Daniel Ramis

Red Hawk Recap

led the team with 14 points,
eight field goals attempted,
five field goals made and a .625
field goal percentage. With the
help of freshman Myles Mitchell-White, the dynamic duo
combined for 27 points and 13
rebounds and was able to eliminate Main-Presque Isle in the
third place game of the Colby
Classic.
By intermission, the Red
Hawks shot 52 percent and
gained a 22 point lead. Meanwhile, Ramis scored 12 out of
his 14 points in the first half and
swished all four of his threepoint attempts.
Montclair State looks to continue their winning streak on
the road on Wednesday, Nov.
29. The Red Hawks will face
fifth-ranked Ramapo College at
7:30 p.m. at the Bradley Center
in Mahwah, New Jersey.
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Men’s Hockey Falls to Sacred Heart
and UMass Amherst
Red Hawks 4-10 on the season, look to bounce back Saturday on the road

Branden Vander Vliet (6) and Kevin Brown (17) attack a University of Massachusetts Amherst player for the puck.

Anthony Gabbianelli
Sports Editor

Prior to the Thanksgiving
break, the Montclair State University men’s club ice hockey
team dropped two games
against Sacred Heart University
and University of Massachusetts Amherst (UMASS).
The Red Hawks first played
Sacred Heart University on
Friday, Nov. 17 at Floyd Hall
Arena. Jonathan Randazzo
of Sacred Heart opened up
the scoring halfway into the
first period. Shooting one past
Montclair State’s Bradley Odgers, Scared Heart went into the
first intermission up 1-0.
The second period featured
no offense from the Red Hawks
once again. Michael Buckel was
called for a hooking minor penalty almost five minutes into
the second period and Sacred
Heart capitalized on the mistake. Rocco Coviello of Sacred
Heart scored the power play
goal to put them up 2-0. Eleven
seconds later, Coviello again
slung the puck past Odgers to
take the 3-0 advantage.
The third period finally saw
Montclair State on the board.
Lucas Prospero notched his
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Pitera John (31) slings the puck past a University of Massachusetts
Amherst player and clears it from the zone.
third goal of the season at the
3:26 mark after the second intermission. At this point in the
game, the Red Hawks had the
comeback mentality. Down by
two goals with the majority of
the third period left was enough
time to close the gap and at least
put this game into overtime.
Coviello thought otherwise,
as he registered his third goal of
the game at the 4:47 mark into
the third period and capped
Sacred Heart’s scoring for

the game. Coviello’s hat trick
proved to be the killing blow to
Montclair State, but the action
didn’t stop there.
Fighting broke out halfway
during the third period after
Montclair State’s Daniel Diner
was penalized for cross checking a Sacred Heart player. Eight
players, four from each team, received ten-minute fighting majors and were disqualified from
the game. Red Hawks players
Diner, Odgers, Buckel and Jus-
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Red Hawks captain Samuel Enright (28) goes one-on-one with the University of
Massachusetts Amherst goalie.

tin Ritter were all thrown out of
the game.
The Red Hawks did end up
scoring one more goal from
their captain Samuel Enright.
Enright shot a power play goal
in the back of the net to bring
the score to 4-2. The game
would end with that score.
The Red Hawks played the
next day in Floyd Hall on Saturday, Nov. 18, against UMASS.
While not as physical as the
game against Sacred Heart,
this one was more of a nailbiter. The first period had goals
for each team. UMASS scored
first, a goal from Jude Bonavita,
which was then answered by
Montclair State’s Enright. Both
goals were unassisted, and the
first period closed with a tied
score of 1-1.
The second period was similar
to the first. Patrick Duffy scored
for UMASS and Enright fired
another unassisted goal, this
time on the power play, past
UMASS goalie Connor Walker.
The period closed at 2-2.
The third period was more
equally matched for the most
part. Each team played great
defense as the puck volleyed
from each side of the ice until
late in the period. UMASS player Cameron Fisher scored the
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game winning goal with less
than three minutes left in regulation to win 3-2.
Montclair State men’s hockey, now 4-10 on the season, will
hit the road for their next three
games. They once again play
Sacred Heart University this
Saturday, Dec. 2. Next weekend on Friday, Dec. 8 and Saturday, Dec. 9, they will face off
against the University of New
Hampshire and Marist College
to close out the semester.
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Pitera John (31) watches a shot go wide off the net.

